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ABS'mAC'r.

The work reported in this thesis is concerned with
investigations into the technical feasibility of using
thermoplastic films, or foils as integral, non-porous, in-mould
coatings for articles manufactured from polyester Sheet
Moulding Compound, (SMC.)
Circular flat plaques were moulded with three SMCs, including
one which did not contain zinc stearate, and nine thermoplastic
foils including polycarbonate, a polycarbonatefpolybutylene
terephthalate blend, and Nylon 6.6. All the moulded plaques had
some bubbles and blisters on their coated surfaces but the
number and distribution of these varied according to the choice
of SMC and thermoplastic.
A tensile adhesion test and a peel test were developed in an
attempt to quantify the strength of adhesion between SMC and
thermoplastic. The former was very satisfactory, but the latter
did not sucCeed with all the foil/composite combinations. Some
experiments were also carried out using a prototype wedge
cleavage test. Crude estimates of the stress intensity factor,
KIC• for crack propagation from the film/SMC interface were
derived.
Mouldings trials conducted with a dome shaped tool demonstratedthe feasibility of moulding pt'e-formed thermoplastic foils onto
curved SMC pt'oducts.
In general, qualitative observations and the results of the
various mechanical adhesion tests sugge5t ,that zinc stearate is
less influential on adhesion than other·additives. To use
thermoplastic foils as in-mould coatings for SMC pt'oducts is not
entirely feasible at pt'esent, but the method has potential for
success.
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1.

INTRODUCTION.

1.1. The Significance Of SUrface Finish.

The rapid increase in oil prices of the early seventies and the
subsequent desire to reduce fuel consumption, and energy usage
has provided the main impetus for the inclusion of polymeric
composites in automobile designs. Sheet Moulding Compound (SMC,)
Dough Moulding Compound (DMC,) Reinforced Reaction Injection
Moulded polyurethane, (BRIM,) etc., are being used increasingly
as light, strong, corrosion resistant replacements for steel in
such applications as exterior car body panels and some "under
the bonnet" components.
However, there have been serious problems associated with using
SMC, (and DMC,) to make items which require a very smooth high
gloss, or so called "class A" surface finish. In particular,
painted articles have often bee~ marred by small blisters,
craters, bubbles, holes, and unevenness. To repair these
defects, by, filling, sanding, and repainting, is a costly timeconsuming operation.
So why then is compression moulded SMC an attractive alternative
to steel and aluminium in automotive applications? The primary

reasons are:
a)
- -b)
c)
d)

High strength to weight ratio compared to- steel and
aluminium;
less total energy input;
comparatively low tooling costs;
potential for consolidation of several metal components into
one SMC part;
e) ease of joining to other metal and plastic components, (can
be glued;)
f) good corrosion resistance compared with steel;
g) greater design freedom - streamlining and aerodynamic
profiling can be moulded-in;
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h) SMC parts can be fixed at the ''body in white" stage and the
whole car, metal and polymer, painted at the same time.
In addition there are other less tangible reasons, such as for
instance, fashion trends; if one or two manufacturers opt for
SMC then the rest are more or less obliged to follow suit.
The reduction in weight achieved by using SMC would not own its
own contribute much to the goal of fuel economrl. However, when
combined with a more efficient engine, continuously variable
transmission, aerodynamic profiling, better tyres, and in the
future, perhaps a flywheel energy storage system, then a very
significant improvement in fuel efficiency would result.
Obviously, any exterior visible SMC part would have to meet the
same aesthetic standards of appearance and surface finish as is
currently provided by steel. Hence the need to study,
understand, and ultimately to contend with the deleterious
effects of imperfections in SMC mouldings.

1.2. Surface Defects - Origins, Remettles.

First of all, it should be noted that the kinds of imperfections
which spoil the appearance of SMC mouldings, seldom affect the
overall strength or structural properties. In almost all
applications of SMC the problem is purely cosmetic.
During the last decade, various- rese~rchers have identified a
number of surface defects. These are presented in table 1.1
together with some of their suggested causes. Porosity is the
most serious defect so far as subsequent painting operations are
concerned. Before moulding, SMC sheet normally contains a
substantial amount of gas, (air and organic vapours.) Himebaugh
and New~ have attempted to measure the amount of trapped gas,
and have obtained values of between 5 and 25ml/100g SMC. (The
variation depended on the manufacturing method and the
measuring procedure employed.)

3

Suggested cause or

Defect

Reference

contributing factors

causing blistering in

SUrface or sub-surface
voids; SMC flow during

2,3,4,
5,6,7,

painted parts.

DDulding.

8

Fibre show through,

Resin shrinkage, fibre

3,6,7

sb:>rt term waviness,
ripple.

sizing, fibre dinension,

Porosity and voids

variation in glass
concentration.

Sink narks over ribs

Resin shrinkage, filler

3,6,7

and bosses.

loading, fibre length,

9,10

fibre orientation.

Darker or lighter areas

Styrene loss fran charge

leading to roughness or

surface, flakes of cured

blistering when painted.

resin.

Craters.

Poor Zinc stearate
dispersion.

3,4

Long-range waviness or

Resin shrinkage, glass
distribution.-----

3,7,10

Coarse particles,
particle agglomeration.

3

..

ripple.
Pinhole or pimple on
painted surface.
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Table 1.1. SMC surface defects together with some suggested
causes and contributing factors.
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Air can be incorporated in SMC at several stages during
manufacture and use:
Mechanical mixing of the polyester resin, styrene monomer, and
filler;
incomplete wet-out of the glass strands;
incomplete resin impregnation causing air to be trapped in the
middle of the SMC sheet.
Prior to moulding, air could easily be trapped between stacked
layers in the charge. The surface of unrolled SMC is nearly
always deeply wrinkled and creased.
During moulding, some of the entrapped gas is squeezed out as
the SMC flows to fill the mould cavity. Other voids may simply
be compressed to a very small size, and sealed up as the SMC
cures. Subsequent attack by paint solvent, and softening of the
material during stoving may enable such trapped bubbles to burst
and damage the paint coating as it cures.
Possibly the most influential moulding characteristic is the
rheology; or the nature of the SMC flow. This is the least well
understood aspect, and yet it probably has the most important
effect on porosity and fibre distribution. In fact recent work
by Costigan and Kanagendra1 2 ,13 seems to indicate that under
conditions of constant ram velocity, (most frequently
encountered in industry,) layers of hot, low viscosity SMC
adjacent to the heated platens, are squeezed out from the charge
and can encapsulate air in the process. . see figure- i:i. -

5
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Figure 1.1.

flow during mould filling. Turbulent SMC flow
causing air to be entraped.

Olarge

Other researchers have also obtained evidence of turbulent flow
leading to porosity. For example, R. Burns3 at Pilkington
Brothers has shown that there is a thin skin, about 2pm thick,
on the surface of the moulding, which is comparatively rich in _
low profile agent and resin. He postulates that- this acts as a
sealing caat. However if turbulent flow occurs, or flow is
interrupted by the geometry of the mould, then the formation of
this layer would be inhibited. Burns cites evidence of a
dramatic decrease in the incidence of "pop-up" blisters on
painted parts, when the charge is placed in such a way as to
minimize turbulent flow and eliminate interruptions caused by
ribs and bosses. Additional circumstantial evidence in support
of this "thin sealing coat" may be that high quality finishes
can be obtained when DMC (and SMC) is injection moulded. In this
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case the mould cavity is completely filled, and flow of material
has ceased before any significant curing or separation of low
profile additive can take place.
The role of styrene monomer is not now thought to be very
significant in the formation of surface or sub-surface voidsf>.
Under typical rooulding conditions of 150°C and 150MI?a, styrene
would be well below its boiling point, (145°C.) However Marker
and Ford14, aroong others, have shown that considerable pressure
fluctuations can occur during moulding; as much as lOOMJ?a. Thus
it would perhaps be unwise to overlook the influence of styrene
on porosity formation.
Uniform preheating of the SMC charge, via microwave radiation,
is likely to reduce porosity, by way of the effect upon the
rheological properties. The bulk viscosity will be fairly
uniform throughout the charge and the tendency for lips of hot
material to spurt out in front of the flow front will be much
reduced. Such elongational flow, although minimizing turbulence
and defects associated with fibre distribution, does not
"
eliminate porosity.
Degassing SMC paste and sheet during manufacture would reduce
the amount of trapped gas and would therefore help to decrease
void content. Himebaugh and Newman2, at Ford Motors, Detroit,
have reported that they are working on methods of degassing both
paste and sheet. Owens Corning Fibreglass in their "SMC:1982"
programmalO have also attempted to eliminate porosity from SMC
sheet, by choice of glass fibre and sizing agent, as well as
through design of kneeding rolls. Other researchers have
investigated the effect of additives which reduce the surface
tension between resin and reinforcement15.
The temperature of the roould surface also influences charge flow
since the viscosity of uncured SMC decreases with increasing
temperature. An initially isothermal mould surface will be
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cooled by the presence of a fresh charge. Ultimately,
temperature equilibrium will be established on the mould walls,
but not within the duration of flow. Because of its shape and
the arrangement of heaters, a given mould tool may never have a
uniform surface temperature. For example, the flow of hot SMC
away from the centre will create a temperature gradient. Several
authors have commented on this10,16,1 7 and indeed a number of
presses now incorporate a facility for zone heatmgl8 •
The type and quantity of filler seems to have an effect on
porosity6 •9. As with many aspects of SMC rheology, this subject
has not been fully investigated. For example, it has been
reported that the replacement of 13% of the Calcium Carbonate
filler with a clay system apparently leads to more homogeneous
flow in the mould, and thereby reduces porosity7.

1.3. Bur:face Finish- BwmBry Of The Problem.

Where appearance and cosmetic appeal are all-important, as in
the automo~ile industry • there are likely to be problems with
painting SMC components. Minor defects like pinholes and pimples
can be eliminated by improving cleanliness and avoiding dust and
dirt contamination. Likewise, better resin formulations will
alleviate sink and waviness. A suitable backing material will
prevent styrene loss during storage and charge cutting. But a
major drawlnck still remains- porosity.
- -- - -

Air is incorporated in SMC at several stages; resin mixing,
sheet manufacture, charge lay-up, flow during moulding. The last
of these is the least understood, partly due to the difficill ty
of "seeing" what goes on inside the closed mould. SMC rheology
determines the extent to which voids are eliminated or formed.
Consequently, any process parameters which affect flow will
indirectly affect porosity. (e.g •• resin composition, filler
type and quantity, fibre length type and distribution, charge
size temperature and position, mould temperature and
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equilibrium, mould surface quality, mould design, press closure
rate, moulding pressure, etc.) Despite much effort in research
and development, porosity remains as a hindrance to the
increased use of SMC.

1.4. The Solution - In-lkruld Coating.
At present, the only cost effective method of dealing with
porosity is to use some form of in-mould coating, (polyurethane,

polyester, epoxy, etc.,) which will seal up or cover the pores
and microcracks to provide a defect free surface which can be
painted in the normal way.
There are basically two types of in-mould coating process:a) Liquid coatings. The upper platen is raised accurately and
uniformly, by several hundredths of a millimetre and a liquid
compound is injected into the resulting cavity. The press is
closed, and pressure re-applied until the coating has cured.
In this case, only one side of the moulding is coated.
b) Powder coatings. A thermosetting powder is sprayed onto the
hot
mould surfaces. This is allowed to fuse and "gel"
before the SMC charge is moulded in the normal way, yielding
a product which is (usually) coated on both male and female
surfaces.

1.5. Li.quid VerSuS Powder Coatings.

The idea of liquid in-mould coating as applied to SMC
components was first reported by Griffi th and others in 197219.
His method involved pouring by hand, a two component isocyanate
based thermosetting mixture, onto the moulded SMC part while the
upper platen was raised. The press was closed and pressure
applied for 1 to 2 minutes, until the coating cured. This method
had several distinct disadvantages, apart from the health
hazards of isocyanate. For example, the part sometimes became
misaligned as the press was opened; excess coating material
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built up on nearby hot surfaces; monomer.boil off led to a
porous surface finish; pieces of flash could fall onto the
moulding and be incorporated in the coating.
A major improvement developed in the late seventies, was to
inject the liquid into the cavity formed by raising the ram by
only a fraction of a millimetre. Such a small opening does not
disengage the mould shear edge, and therefore has a lesser
tendency to disturb the part in its seating. Precise platen
movement is obtained through servo-control of counteracting
hydraulic rams, (usually four- one acting on each corner of the
upper platen.) This still has the disadvantages of relatively
large capital investment and reduced efficiency as a resu1 t of
the extra cycle time required for the coating to cure.
The dry powder pre-mould coating process was first described in
the literature in 19782 0. Each powder particle is a complete
formulation in itself, containing resin, monomer, ea talyst,
pigment, release agent, etc. The powder is applied through
conventional
electrostatic spray equipment, although in the
,.
latest moulding shops, the one or more spray heads are carried
on a computer controlled robot arm. On contact with the hot
mould walls, the particles melt and fuse together to produce a
liquid layer of uniform depth. After about 30 seconds (depending
on formulation,) the material develops enough cross-link density
and sufficient "green" strength to withstand the large shear
forces from SMC flow. Some cross-linking occurs-across the
coating- SMC interface, thereby providing a strong chemical
bond between the two layers. A disadvantage of this method is
that even with appropriate extraction, excess powder does build
up on exposed hot surfaces. In addition sink marks over ribs
are not completely eliminated7,21.
An important difference between powder pre-mould, and liquid in-

mould coating is that with the latter, the coating thickness
depends on the angle between the mould surface and the ram
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directions. Horimntal surfaces will have a thicker coating than
steeper, near vertical surfaces,( see figure 1.2.) For this
reason liquid in-mould coating is not very suitable for
components which have large differences in height from place to
place.

MOULD CAVITY

•·.
Figure 1.2. Liquid in-mould coating. There is a difference in
the depth of the coating according to the angle of
the mould wall; H > w.

-There is a small-thickness-variation associated with
electrostatic powder coating, due to the increased attraction of
charged particles to edges and corners. However this can be
counteracted to some extent by choosing a suitable spray pa.tb.
As a result of the same electrostatic phenomenon, (the Faraday
cage effect,) deep ribs may not be coated to the same depth as
surrounding areas. Excess powder particles not caught by the
mould surface could present an environmental health hazard. 'Jhis
can be reduced by installing low velocity vacuum extractors
adjacent to the mould tooling.
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Both liquid and powder coatings can be made electrically
conducting to aid subsequent electrostatic painting operations,
Both can also act as the primer coat of a paint system- as well
as simply being anti-porosity coatings.

1.6. Thermoplastic Foil Coatings.
The project presented in this thesis is concerned with the
potential use of thermoplastic foils as a means of in-mould

coating SMC automobile body panels. The objective of this
proposed technique is to provide an alternative method of
producing defect free surfaces on SMC components, which can
subsequently be painted under the same conditions as
conventional pressed steel panels, without recourse to off-line
preparation routines, or separate painting processes.
If such a method of eliminating surface defects could be
perfected, then it could have several advantages ewer existing
liquid and powder in-mould coating.procedures:
a) No increase in moulding cycle time. SMC and foil would be
moulded "together and adhesion between the two would develop
during the normal cure period.
b) No major capital investiment. Ideally, existing SMC presses
could be usedi expensive liquid injection or electrostatic
spraying equipment would not be required; no re-design of
tooling.
c) No
- licencing
.
-costs. Using a new technique would not
necessitate the payment of royalties on existing patents.
~-

The idea of bonding a laminate to an SMC substrate is not new.
In 1972, attempts to mould paper with SMC and DMC were
reported22. In that instance, articles were moulded ewer a paper
film, in the usual way. Then the mould was opened and polyester
based thermosetting resin poured on top of the component. The
press was closed and the resin cured. The main problem
encounterai was that the paper was not capable of conforming to
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non planar surfaces. For a thermoplastic foil coating, it is
envisaged that the film would either be shaped in the 100uld as
the SMC flowed forward, (figure 1.3.,) or preshaped by vacuum
forming.

•

Figure 1.3. Thermoplastic in-mould foil coating. Perhaps the

foil will conform to the shape of the mould cavity
w:rler the influence of the flowing SMC.

An outline of the approach adopted in this project, and in the

selection of thermoplastic foils is provided in chapter two.
Even if- such a method of moulding "class A" surface finish is
found to be unviable, or worse- totally impractical, then at
least it will be of some scientific interest as a curiosity!
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2.

RESEARal PHILOSOPHY.

2.1. Aims And Objectives.
The objective of this research project has been to investigate
the technical feasibility of using certain thermoplastic films
or foils as integral, non-porous, in-mould coatings for items
manufactured from SMC.
The aims have been twofold:
i) To gain an insight into the mechanisms of adhesion between
the two materials.
ii)To rank candidate films in "order of merit" with respect
to their ability to adhere to various SMC sul:strates.

2.2. Experimental Procedure.

In order to compare the results obtained with different SMC/film
combinations, it is necessary to carry out all the various
moulding t~ials under essentially the same conditions of time,
temperature, pressure, closure rate, etc. It is also important
that the experiments should be reproducible and repeatable. To
this end a circular flat plaque mould cavity provides the most
isotropic and symmetric flow regime for an SMC charge as it is
compressed between p:~.rallel platens, and prevents the formation
of such complicating features as knit or weld lines. {These are
regions of high glass fibre orientation which form where two or
more SMC flow fronts coalesce. The different structure of such
areas could possibly influence the adhesion of a thermoplastic
foil.) Hence a standard routine has been developed and applied
to all the mouding trials. This is explained in detail in
chapter three.
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2.3. Foil And SMC Selection.
It was not possible to predict which thermoplastics would be
most suitable as coatings on unsaturated polyester resin SMC,
(otherwise there would be no need for this project!) However a
few materials were eliminated immediately. For example, PTFE was
discarded because of its known inertness and consequent release
properties. Other polymers were not readily available in film
form, (for example polyether sulphone, polyethex-ether ketone.)
The ability to flow at typical moulding temperatures was seen as

a necessary requirement. This is because it was envisaged tbat
the foil would bave to be captble of conforming to the sbape of
a given mould cavity, and filling any surface pores or
depressions which might develop in the SMC during cure. At the
same time, the thermoplastic could not be so free flowing tbat
it would wet the mould surface, and adhere to it as well as to
the SMC. For this reason thermoplastics with melting points in
the vicinity of, or below 15d'C were rejected. Thus initially,
materials with a glass transition temperature less tban about
15cfC were chosen, but later on more immediate considerations
like availability assumed greater importance.
The choice of film thickness has depended on ease of handling.
At the thinnest end of the range, a film which is very flimsy or
fragile becomes too awkward to work. At the thickest extreme, a
very heavy duty foil is quite difficult to cut or form. Also; at
some point the lmYsicai properties of a thick foil will begin to
predominate over those of an SMC substrate. (The situation would
then become tbat of an SMC foil on a thermoplastic substrate.)
The foils used in this project have either been supplied by
Ford, or bave been obtained from other suppliers, but they are
all commercial products. Table 2.1 lists the tested films, with
abbreviations, according to trade name (if any,) source and
manufacturer, and thickness.
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Film

Tra.dename

Polycarbonate

Sourcefmnufacturer

'lbickness/IDD

General Electric

0.243

General Electric

0.383

(PC)

Polycarbonate/
Polybutylene
Terephtbalate
blend
Polyethylene
Terephtbalate
(PET)

MELINEX

I.C.I.

0.276

Akro Olanie

0.051

Aloorphous

Polyethylene
Terephtbalate
(Pin' amp)
Polyethylene
Terephtbalate
Copolyuer

KOOAR

Eastlllln Olanical

0.516

International

~Pin'g)

Polyamide 6,6

NYLON 6.6

Polypropylene
Polyvinyl
Fluoride

..

BEXPHANE

M & Q Plastic
Products
Bexford

0.011

TEDLAR

Dupont Ileloours

0.025

Monsanto.-

0.800

0.029

(PVF)

Acrylonitrile
Butadiene
-- Styrene.

LUSTRAM

.

(ABS)

Table 2.1. Thermoplastic foils used in moulding trials with SMC.
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Three different polyester sheet moulding compounds have been
used. These are:
Vetrotex 2951 A, a general purpose Slr!C with 25wt% reinforcement
of 25mm chopped glass strand.
Vetrotex 2890, identical to 2951 A except that it does not
contain zinc stearate.
BTR Perma.li
SY/70/25L,
standard composition Slr!C containing
25% by weight of 25mm chopped strand glass reinforcement.
All these materials were kept in a dry, unheated store until
required, and were moulded within the period of their shelf
/

lives. The formulation of each SMC, as released by the
manufacturers, is given in tables 2.2 and 2.3.

Vetrotex 2951 A

Vetrotex 2890

(parts by weight)

(partsby weight)

Low profile resin

(CDF LP Al)
Catalyst {Akzo Trigonox C)

100
1.5

100
1.5

Thickening agent
(CDF LPA2)

9

Zinc stearate

6

Filler (BU!3)

220

220

Glass fibre (Vetrotex 1'276;
25111D chopped strands)

25wt%

25wt%

-

-

-~-

9
none

Table 2.2. Composition of Vetrotex sheet moulding compounds.
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B'lR SY/70/25L

wt%

Polyester resin
Thermoplastic (acrylic)
Styrene monomer
catalyst (t-butyl perbenzoo.te)
Thickening agent
Pigment
Zinc stearate
Filler (calcium carbonate)

20.0
4.0

42.0

Glass fibre (25mm chopped

25.0

3.7
0.3
1.0
2.0
2.0

strands)

Table 2.3. Cbllposition of BTR SY/70/25L sheet moulding coopound.

2.4. Experimental Measurements.
2.4.1. Qualitative considerations.
Qualitative measurements have included for example, observations
and comments on the general appearance of moulded plaques,
measurements of the numbers and areas of bubbles and blisters,
observation of the effect of heating mouldings in an oven at
17cf'C for half an hour, (to simulate_ ptint stoving conditions,)
and the effect of organic solvents on the coatings. These
experiments are discussed in chapter four. Mouldings _have also
been made using a dome shaped tool -in--order to see how well
thermoplastic foils conform to curved surfaces. These trials are
described in chapter eight.

2.4.2. Quantitative measurements.
The approach adopted in making quantitative measurements of
adhesion has been in line with the overall aim of ranking foils
in "order of merit." At the same time, it is helpful to have
some criterion on which to evaluate films as either satisfactory
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or unsatisfactory. These requirements are partly fulfilled in
the tensile adhesion test. This involves bonding a coated SMC
specimen between two steel pull-rods, as shown in figure 2.1.
This test-piece is pulled apart in a tensile testing machine.

-1-----

- -t--- - -1---1-

- -+--- - - - -

-t--

Figure 2.1. Tensile adhesion test-piece. Double foil coated SMC
specimen is glued bet\reen two steel pull-rods.

that the specimen/metal bond does not break, then there
are four different failure modes for the sample:
a) ib.e fracture surface lies entirely within the foil.
b) Fracture_ surface is wholly within the me. Assuming

-

c) ib.e specimen fails at the SK:/film interface.
d) Soroo canbination of a,b, and c.
A reasonable criterion of satisfactory adhesion would be that,
given a large number of tests, the vast majority of specimens
fail cohesively within the SMC. ib.us, the interface between the
foil and the substrata is at least as strong as the underlying
SMC. Therefore candidate films could be divided into two groups,
nominally "sui table," and "unsuitable."
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Suitable:

Fracture surface lies entirely within SMC.
and SMC combination warrant further investigation.

Foil

Unsuitable: Fracture surface does not lie entirely within SMC.
Interface is weaker tban either film or SMC. Abandon trial.
Chapter five is devoted to a description and analysis of the
tensile adhesion test.
Having determined which foils warranted further study, the next
stage was an attempt to rank them in order of their adhesive
bond strength to SMC. A peel test was developed for this
purpose. This entailed measuring the force ratuired to peel the

foil coating from a strip of SMC, as shown in figure 2.2 •
•
Chapter six is concerned with the results of these tests.

SMC

,

I
I

(

I

ROLLER - - - i 1 --\'"'... ....

___ .....

----FOIL

_,

I

Figure 2.2. Peel testing. As the foil is peeled away, the SMC

substrate moves to the right over the rollers.
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As a compliment to the peel test, some measurements of adhesion

strength in cleavage were made

using a wedge test as shown in

figure 2.3. Estimates of Kic• the critical stress intensity
factor, for crack propagation along the foil/SMC interface were
derived from the results of these trials. Chapter seven is
concerned with these experiments.

•
-+---

STEEL
BACKING PLATE

INITIATED CRACK
SMC ---1-tt-

Figure 2.3. Cleavage adhesion testing. Forcing the steel wedge
between the backing plates will eventually cause the
interfacial crack to run through the specimen.
-------

2.5. SUrface Energy.
Mechanical test measurements alone do not yield a great deal of
information about the fundamental mecba.nisms of adhesion between
thermoplastic and sheet moulding compound. Therefore in
accordance with the aim of gaining some insight into the process
of adhesion, more knowledge is required of the surface physics
and chemistry of the materials. To this end , I attempted some
experimental measurements involving the surface free energies of

~-
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films and cured SMCs, and tried to correlate these with the
mechanical test results. 'Ibis has constituted only a small part
of the work, and is discussed in chapter nine.
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3.

IIOULDIIG TBCIINIQUE.

3.1. Press Operation.
All the moulding trials were conducted using a Bipel 80 ton
downstroking press, (photograph 3.1, p26.) As part of a previous
research project, this had been fitted with a servo-hydraulic
digital control system. This means that the movement of the
upper platen, as it compresses the charge, may be controlled in
a defined reproducible manner, using appropriate software
implemented on an eight bit micro-processor. A linear variable
differential transformer feeds back information about the
position of the hydraulic ram, while transducers in the moulding
tool monitor pressure and temperature. A detailed description of
the digital and servo-hydraulic control systems is given by
Kanagendra et al12 ,23•
The associated software provides four modes of compression
IID11l.ding:
"

Constant Ram Velocity (CRV.) After falling rapidly to within a
few millimetres of the charge, the hydraulic ram then descends
at a constant, predetermined rate, until the mould cavity is
filled. The descent rate is variable between 0.5mmfs and
7.5rrmfs.
Constant Flow Front Velocity (CFFV.) This program controls ram
descent so that, notionally, the perimeter of the advancing
circular charge moves forward over the mould surface at a
constant velocity.
Constant Pressure Flow (CPF.) Ram descent during compression is
controlled through feedback from a transducer, so that the
pressure exerted on the SMC remains constant until the cavity is
filled.
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Uncontrolled Ram Descent. This mode is meant to simulate the
rather rough and ready procedures still sometimes encountered in
industry. The ram drops rapidly to within 30mm of closure, at
which point the full hydraulic pressure is applied. The ram
stalls, when the mould cavity is full.
The constant ram velocity program was used for most of the
moulding trials. 'lhis is the simplest operating mode which can
provide reproducible moulding conditions. All the control
information required, (such as ram velocity, moulding time,
mould temperature, number of charge plies, etc.,) is typed into
the micro-computer in response to prompts on the screen. See
figure 3.1.
~

C0'·1ST 1\IH PHt'l VEUJC 1 T't f·'R[J(;Rt0j!1+

+~++~+++++++~++++++++~+++++++++

:VElEX 29~J
:CIPCULAR

l"'lr:..\tEI'"'l,~l

Chan:te Sh<ep<?
Chc"~.F"qr?

F'l1

(l/2~0%

PC

o:-?s

Ch;rqe (lrf?i'l ('/.)
Ch0rq~ W~1cht
CgJ
D~nl

l Ttnse

P~!fl

'Jr~l {•C:l

(s~cs)

ty

(nnTI/

s)

:.2

++++++~~+++~++++++++++++++++~++

LOAD THE CHARGE

+

+++++++~++++++++i++++++++++++++

If

charq~

has

alre~dv

been loaded press

~RETURN~

Figure 3.1. The moulding parameters are input to
microprocessor inresponse to screen pranpts.

the
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Preparation.
Uncured sheet m::mlding compound is normally sandwiched between
bl.cking films of polyethylene or a nylon, and is usually rolled
in several metre lengths for storage. To make up a charge for •
moulding, a few layers of SMC are stacked together after
rem:>Ving the protective bl.cking films. In these experiments with
a 245mm diameter mould cavity, I used circular three layer
charges 154mm in diameter, i.e. covering about 40% of the mould
area. Each ply was cut by hammering a sharp edged die through
the unrolled sheet, against a wooden baseboard. (Photograph
3.2.) Each charge was pressed lightly by band, in an attempt to
exclude air trapped between the plies. The thermoplastic foils
were cut with a knife or scissors to 100% of the mould area.
3~

Charge

3.3. llaking llouldi ngs.

After allowing the mould to heat up to the required temperature
over a period of two or three hours, and having typed in the
necessary information for the seiected control program, it is
then possi~le to mould a flat plaque of foil coated SMC. The
procedure is as follows:

--

The safety guard is lifted, and the thermoplastic film placed in
the mould cavity. Then the SMC charge is positioned on top of
the foil using a placement device to centre it in the mould,
(photograph 3.3.) lowering the guard triggers a microswitch and
the moulding sequence begins, with the upper platen dropping--- rapidly to within a few millimetres of the charge surface. 'lhe
ram halts momentarily at this position before descending at the
chosen closure rate. At the end of cure the ram rises, slowly
for the first 5mm, and then quickly to its fully open position.
The guard is raised, and the hot plaque "de-moulded" with the
aid of two mechanical ejector pins. Pieces of flash which may
have dropped into the mould cavity are swept out with a blast
from a high pressure air line.
~
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A permanent record of moulding conditions is provided on a dot
matrix printer, and is supplied automatically at 'the end of each
moulding cycle. A typical printout is shown in figure
o

3.2.
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Figure 3.2. A typical printout supplied automatically at the end
of each moulding cycle.
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A permanent record of moulding conditions is provided on a dot
matrix printer, and is supplied automatically at the end of each
moulding cycle. A typical printout is shown in figure
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Phot og raph 3 . 1 :
Bipe l
8 0 ton down st r o k i ng
press wit h the mould closed
a nd t h e safet y guard rai se d
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Photograp h 3 . 2 :
Cu tti n g SMC c h arg e plies
Ph ot o graph 3 . 3 :
pl aceme n t
dev i ce
Ch arge
s i t ting in t h e mo uld cavi t y
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SURFACE FINISH EFFECTS.

4.

4.1. Establishing Control Conditions.
Polycarbonate was the first foil studied. The purpose of the

initial moulding trials was to find out which conditions of
mould temperature, moulding time, cavity pressure, ram velocity,
etc., would provide the best adhesion to Vetrotex 2951 A SMC as
determined by visual appearance,

for example, by giving the

least number of bubbles or blisters on the film surface. For
this thermoplastic, and others, I found that the quality of the
mouldings was influenced most significantly by the moulding, or
dwell time. The longer the dwell time the fewer the number of
bubbles on the coated plaques. The ''best results'' were obtained
with a moulding time of 210 seconds. Very much longer dwell
times did not lead to an improvement in quality, and in any case
would be wholly unrealistic in commercial operations. Thus the
following control conditions were established for characterizing
candidate film/SMC combinations:
M:>uld cavity

Circular, 245mm dianeter.

Charge shape

Circular.

Charge area

40% of cavity area (154mm dianeter.)

Number of
charge plies

3 (each naninally 2. 5mm thick. )

Temperature
Ram velocity

2mm/second.

Cavity pressure

4.46MPa (Corresponds to hydraulic

fluid pressure of 785 psi.)
Dwell time

210 seconds.
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These are not necessarily optimUlll parameters for all the various
foils. Where a particular film has failed to adhere
satisfactorily to a given SMC under these moulding conditions,
there is always a remote possibility that some different choice
of the variables would have provided good adhesion. However, for
the purpose of comparison, and with the limitation of time, some
"control" has to be used.
The various thermoplastic foils were not all received at the
same time. Therefore the tests were conducted over a n1.1lllber of
months, using fresh batches of SMC when required. With this
procedure, there is always the possibility that separate batches
of nominally identically formulated SMC will actually differ
slightly. It is not possible to compensate for differences of
this kind, but it is fairly unlikely that such variations would
have a significant effect on adhesion, compared with other
unaccountable influences, such as surface contamination on the
foils.
The next eight sections of this chapter contain detailed
observations and comments on the results of the first moulding
trials with the nine thermoplastic foils. The most significant
results are SUlllmarized in tabular form in section 4.12, p53.

4.2. Polycarbonate.
___ 4.2.1.- Olarge and Flow Areas.
When mouldings were carried out under the control conditions,
(151fC, 210 seconds dwell time, etc.,) the most striking feature
of all the plaques was the difference between the "charge area"
and the "flow area." The charge area is that region of the foil
which was originally in contact with the uncompressed SMC
charge. The flow area is the region of the film over which the
charge has flowed to fill the mould cavity. With all the SMCs,
but most visibly for the two grey Vetrotex compounds, evidence
of the random orientation of the glass fibre reinforcement is

--------------------------------------.---30

preserved in the charge area as short lighter coloured lines,
corresponding to the presence of glass strands close to or
adjacent to the transparent thermoplastic film. On the other
hand, SMC in the flow area is uniformly coloured, with no
individual glass strands visible. This suggests that the flow
characteristics of SMC are radically altered by the presence of
polycarbonate in place of a steel surface.
This was confirmed by remving the side wall of the cavity, al¥i
observing the SMC flow as the charge was compressed between the
platens. In the absence of a thermplastic film, lips of bot SMC
were squeezed out from the upper and lower surfaces of the
charge, (figure 4.1a.) However, when a polycarbonate foil was
placed underneath the charge there was no movement of the SMC
adjacent to it, (figure 4.1b.)

\.

\

FOIL

Figure 4.1. a) SMC flow front in the absence of a thermoplastic
film.

b) Charge flow when the lower platen is covered
with a polycarbonate foil.
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4.2.2. Microbubbles.
An important point to note is that all the moulded plaques had
some bubbles present on their laminated surfaces, regardless of
the choice of SMC or moulding conditions. For short dwell times
of less than 2 minutes, virtually all the foil coatings were
marred by very small bubbles at the interface between SMC and
thermoplastic. (Photograph 4.1, p55.) With the control dwell
time of 210 seconds, no such "microbubbles" were visible on the
DDUldings.
When the polycarbonate foil was torn away from these
microbubbled areas, a very strong styrene smell was noticeable.
Although this observation does not prove their composition, the
fact that with longer dwell times microbubbles are not present
at all, does suggest that perhaps they are composed mainly of
unreacted styrene. Styrene normally boils at 145°C, but at the
moulding pressure of 4.46MPa it would most likely not exist in
its gaseous form24.

.

Additional circumstantial evidence that styrene is the main
constituent of the microbubbles comes from a microscopic
examination of the plaque surface, (photograph 4.2.) The shapes
of the miniature gas pockets are what would be expected when a
liquid phase evaporates from many separate nuclei into an
interface between a solid rigid substrate, (SMC,) and a flexible
formable coating, (polycarbonate at 150°C.) Thus it would be
expected that as soon as the moulding pressure is released, any
unreacted styrene present near the sUrface of the SMC would
immediately evaporate to form the microbubbles. 'lbe amount of
gas entrapped in these bubbles is very small indeed, - a
fraction of a millilitre at most, - so the time taken for any
liquid to vaporize would have been very short, perhaps less than
one second. Now the minimum time from the release of the
moulding pressure until it is possible to view the coated side
of a plaque, is about five seconds. During this period the ram
must be allowed to rise, before the guard is opened, and finally
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the ejector pins operated. This delay could account for the
inability to detect any growth of microbubbles after the plaques
bad been demoulded.

An alternative explanation for the cause of the microbubbles is
water vapour expelled from either the SMC or the thermoplastic.
At,room temperature in an environment at 50% reative humidity,
polycarbonate can absorb as much as 0.015 wt% water25. All three
SMCs will also take in moisture from the atmosphere to some
extent. However there is no reason to suppose that vapour,
initially desorbed, should later be reabsorbed by either
thermoset or polycarbonate. Therefore the absence of
microbubbles on plaques with relatively long dwell times does
not favour this theory.

4.2.3. Macrobubbles.
When mouldings were carried out with dwell times of 210 seconds,
a characteristic feature of the plaques was the presence of
comparatively larger "macrobubbles" predominantly within the
charge area, (photograph 4.3, p56.)
These macrobubbles differ from the microbubbles described above,
in that they are not merely very small pockets of gas enveloped
at the interface between SMC and thermoplastic. They are
considerably larger, and sometimes are composed of a
~ng!<>E'eration of smaller bubbles. They vary " from 1mm to" 20mm
in diameter, and distort the polycarbonate by as much as lmm out
of the surface plane. Their total area is on average, about 1%
of the whole plaque area, (for Vetrotex 2951 A.) They are
seemingly fairly randomly distributed over the charge area, but
unlike the microbubbles, they are isolated from each other,
often by as much as several centimetres of unmarred coating.
Photograph 4.4 shows a close up view of a macrobubble.
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Another interesting feature of these bubbles is that they form
over a period of 4 or 5 seconds after the mould pressure is
released. (This was determined when later, as a requirement for
the tensile adhesion test, plaques had to be moulded with a
thermoplastic film on both top and bottom surfaces. In this case
it was possible to view one of the coated surfaces within one
second of the cavity pressure being reduced to atmospheric.)
Blisters gradually expand and distort the polycarbonate until
presumably, the surface temperature of the plaques drops below
that at which any further deformation of the coating can occur.
It seems very unlikely that unreacted styrene could be the cause

of the macrobubbles. Why should there be more styrene present in
the charge area than elsewhere? Or perhaps the bubbles are
caused by water vapour. Again though, it would be reasonable to
expect blisters to be sea ttered randomly over the surface. To
check the effect of moisture content, I dried some foil in a air
circulating oven for 4 1/2 hours at 120°C, before transferring
it to a desiccator to cool. Mouldings made with this batch were
not visibly. different in respect of the number and distribution
of macrobubbles.
In order to investigate the positive correlation between SMC
flow and absence of bubbles, I moulded a plaque with a single
ply of BTR SY/70 covering 100% of the mould area. This resulted
in randomly distributed macrobubbles spread over the entire
-coating,_ (photograph 4.5.)- In this instance there has obviously
been no significant SMC flow. Therefore it may be deduced that
the gas which causes the macrobubble imperfections originates
from any or all of three possible sources:
-~

a) Air trapped between foil and SMC;
b) Air caught between SMC charge plies;
c) Gas trapped within the SMC

-
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Unrolled SMC has an extremely wrinkled and undulating surface
due to its having been manufactured as a plane sheet, and
subsequently rolled up for maturation and transport. The
difference in height between peaks and troughs can as much as
lmm. Therefore, when charge plies are laid together or against
the smooth plane surface of the polycarbonate foil, there will
be quite a large amount of air trapped. If, as has already been
demonstrated, the SMC layers in contact with the film do not
move when the charge is compressed, then it is reasonable to
expect some of the trapped air to be retained and compressed
into isolated small pockets. At the end of cure when the
surrounding SMC has become a rigid solid, the only way in which
this hot high pressure gas can act, is against the soft pliable
thermoplastic, to form blisters and bubbles. Even if
considerable care is taken when laying the charge against the
foil, it is virtually impossible to exclude all trapped air.
Should it be possible to expell all but a small fraction of the
air, which subsequently did not deform the coating
significantly, then even this would be unsatisfactory in the
long run •• A tiny pocket of air would act as a stress
concentrator and would facilitate the growth of, for example, a
fatigue crack along the interface.
The other possible source for the gas causing the macrobubbles
is from vapour included in SMC during its manufacture.
Himebaugh and Newman2 have measured the void content of SMC and
have obtained_ values between 5.3 and 24.4 ml/lOOg, depending onthe test method and SMC manufacturing process. Certainly there
is a substantial amount of gas contained in SMCI No doubt some
of this vapour could be forced into pockets in the same way as
for air trapped between foil and charge. Turbulent SMC flow
during mould filling would not assist in the removal of such
voids.
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From these preliminary investigations it was not possible to
determine the specific source of the macrobubbles. However
additional information on this topic was gained from moulding
various other films, Jru1;icularily Nylon 6.6. (Section 4.4, p41)

4.2.4. Warpage.
Warping occured in all the coated plaques during cooling from
the mould temperature to room temperature. The thermoplastic
contracted much oore than the therJOOSet, resulting in a concave
profile, (figure 4.2.)

Figure 4.2. Plaques moulded with a polycarbonate foil on one

surface are very noticeably concave on the coated
side.

-

-

This warpage is probably a combination of residual stress
relaxation and differential shrinkage between thermoplastic and
thermoset. 'lb.e shear stzess developed in the foil by the flow of
SMC over it during moulding could be relieved to some extent
when the plaque surfaces are no longer constrained by the
platens. In addition the larger coefficient of thermal exp~.nsion
of polycarbonate26 would tend to make the film coa.ting contract
more as the plaques cool.
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Warpage could be a serious problem for any possible commercial
application of this type of foil coating. It could be taken into
account to some extent at the mould design stage. Alternatively,
for planar products, applying foil to both sides of the
component would alleviate the problem (at increased expense.)
For more complicated parts where there are changes of section
such as ribs and bosses, this might not be sufficient.
The fact that the polycarbonate did not tear or lift off from
the SMC, but instead deflected the plaques by as much as 2mm,
indicates that the two materials must be quite firmly bonded
together. It might also be expected that the "frozen in" stress
would tend to enlarge blistered areas. In fact, after six months
only two of the largest bubbles, (greater than lOmm diameter,)
on two plaques had grown at all, and then by only about 2mm.

4.2.5. Waviness.
An unfortunate feature of the polycarbonate coated mouldings, so
far as the _!rurface finish is concerned, is that they all exhibit
short term waviness. This property cannot be easily
quantified27. To confirm that the defect is present though, it
is only necessary to view the reflection of some easily
delineated object in the coated surface. A l:ncklighted venetian
blind provides an object with well defined bright and dark
strips. When a reflection of this, in even the smoothest coated
surface was viewed, the edges of_ the light and dark stripes
appeir9d fuzzY and -wavy.

4.2.6. Conclusion.
Polycarbonate adhered fairly well to all three SMCs when plaques
were moulded under the control conditions. There was no
difference between the two Vetrotex compounds with respect to
the incidence of macrobubbles on the film coated surface,
suggesting that zinc stearate does not significantly affect
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adhesion. The foil did not spontaneously debond and it could
only be torn off with difficulty. There is a good deal of
friction between uncured SI£ and polycarbonate, such that when a
charge is compressed in the mould, the material initially
adjacent to the foil does not move relative to it. This results
in there being a considerable difference in appearance between
charge and flow areas.
All plaques had some bubbles present on their coated surfaces.
These were of two types:
i) Microbubbles, perhaps caused by unreacted styrene and only
observed on plaques which had a relatively short cure time,
(less than two minutes.)
ii)Macrobubbles, which seriously deform the thermoplastic
coating. These are predominantly within the charge area and
cover about 1% of the total plaque area. They probably result
from gas trapped either in the SMC during manufacture, or
between foil and SMC during charge preparation.
All plaques are concave on the coated side indicating a
significant difference in thermal expansion coefficient between
SMC and thermoplastic. The presence of short term waviness does
not bode well for polycarbonate's potential as an aesthetic
coating, although the origin of this defect is probably related
more to the SMC than to the thermoplastic.

4.3. Lexan (PC/Pirr Blend.}

4.3.1. Choice of SI£,
Under tbe control moulding conditions Lexan adhered well only to ·
BTR SY/70 SMC. With both Vetrotex materials the foils either
detached from the SMC within one or two hours, or else were so
loosely bonded that they could be torn away with virtually no
resistance. With the BTR compound, Lexan adhered so well that
attempts to prize it away from the substrate resulted in the
thermoplastic breakin~
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For all the plaques, regardless of SHC, the foil seems to have
been extended under the influence of the shear stresses exerted
by the flowing charge. This has resulted in the formation of a
rim of thermoplastic as shown in figure 4.3.

SMC

Figure 4.3. Plaques coated with I.exan have a lip or rim of
thennoplastic around the edge.

For some of the Vetrotex plaques, where the rim was
particularily pronounced, the coating did not spontaneously
debond during cooling. However loosening the edge of the filmwith a knife caused the foil to detach of its own accord,
completely separating from the SMC within a few hours. This
delamination was accompanied by audible acoustic emission in the
form of tiny cracking noises, indicating the relief of residual
stress.
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4.3.2. Blisters and Bubbles.
Unlike the polycarbonate mouldings, none of these plaques
displayed any evidence of microbubbles. However this is not to
suggest that the vapour causing such imperfections on
polycarbonate coatings, (possibly unreacted styrene,) is not
present in short dwell time Lexan mouldings. This foil is
considerably thicker than the polycarbonate, (0.35mm versus
0.24mm,) and more importantly i t is opaque. Therefore it would
be quite difficult to detect very small gas pockets at the
thermoplastic/thermoset interface.
Macrobubbles certainly are present on all plaques moulded under
the control conditions, with both Vetrotex and BTR SMCs. As with
polycarbonate, these imperfections are predominantly within the
charge area, and form over a period of four or five seconds
after the cavity pressure is released. Unlike polycarbonate, the
foil is not distorted out of the surface plane by much more than
about O.lmm. (The bubbles are as high as 5mm immediately after
de-moulding, but they shrink as the plaque cools.) Individual
bubbles are more extensive and the total blistered area, as a
percentage of the whole plaque area, is about 3% for BTR and 10%
for both Vetrotex SMCs. Additionally, bubbles on the vetrotex
mouldings are slightly larger in area than those on the BTR
plaques.
These observations can be partly explained in terms of the
stiffness, or formability of Lexan and polycarbonate at the
- moulding temperature, and their different degrees of adhesion to
SMC. Measurements of the tensile strength and elongational
0
characteriatics of both foils at 150 C gave estimates of the
tensile "moduli" as; polycarbonate 0.10 MNm-2, and Lexan 0.02
MNm-2• Therefore Lexan is more easily deformed at the moulding
temperature. (More information on these elevated temperature
measurements is given in the appendix on p168.)
~-

~~
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Now, consider what happens to air trapped at the interface
betwen SMC and thermoplastic, when the moulding pressure is
released. Since Lexan is less stiff than polycarbonate, (at
150"c,) a given volume of gas will be capable of expanding to a
much larger volume under a Lexan than under a polycarbonate
coating. The least energetic mode of deformation depends on the
balance between tensile and shear stresses acting on the foil.
For the thicker Lexan material, a bubble with comparatively
large projected area and small height would be 1110re favourable
than a smaller bubble with greater height. (See figure 4.4.)

UNFAVOURABLE

LEXAN
FAVOURA9LE

Figure 4.4. The thicker Lexan foil is more likely to form

large, shallow macrobubbles.

The larger size and area of macrobubbles on Vetrotex IIIOUldings,
compared with those on Bl'R plaques, could be for one or both of
two reasons. Firstly, there may be less gas trapped between
Lexan and BTR SMC. Or secondly, at 150°C the interface between
Lexan and Vetrotex may be weaker than that between Lexan and
BT~ On the basis of these first moulding trials it is not
possible to provide a definitive answer.
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4.3.3. Warpage and Waviness.
Lexan laminated plaques are very obviously concave on their
coated surfaces. The depth of the depression at the centre is
about 3mm. (Comparing this deflection to that caused by a point
loading at the centre of an uncoated plaque of equal thickness,
this corresponds to an applied load of about 145 N28.) As with
polycarbonate film, Lexan coated mouldings also exhibit short
term waviness regardless of the choice of SMC.

4.3.4. Conclusion.
Under the control moulding conditions, Lexan foil did not adhere
satisfactorily to either of the Vetrotex compounds, but much
better adhesion was obtained with BTR SY/70 material.
Macrobubbles were present on all plaques moulded for the control
period of 210 seconds, predominantly within the charge area.. 'lb.e
size and area covered by these blisters is greater than for
tmse on polycarbonate coated plaques. All the mouldings warped
during cooling, and all display short term waviness.

4.4. Nylon 6.6.
4.4.1. Comparison with Polycarbonate and Lexan.
In striking contrast to polycarbonate and Lexan, there is
virtually no difference in the appearance of charge and flow
areas on plaques moulded with Nylon 6.6 film. It is impossible
to detect the imprint of the charge perimeter, nor are any glass
-~--strands visible beneath the transparent coating. The only
distinguishing feature of the charge area is the presence of
small creases on the foil. These are crooked, about 5 to 10 mm
long, occasionally branched, and always involve the film being
blckled into the SMC as shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. "Microcreases" present on the charge areas •lof
Nylon 6.6 coated plaques.

A few ma.crobubbles are present on all the plaques, but these are

not concentrated within any particular region. The total
blistered area accounts for no more than about 0.3% of the
coated surface. Again, these bubbles formed over a period of
several seconds after the cavity pressure was released. None of .
~
'
the plaques is warped and although the foiled surfaces are
marred by short term waviness, this imperfection is not so
prominent as on mouldings with polycarbonate or Lexan. There
seems to be no difference in behaviour according to the choice
of SMC.

4.4.2. Flow Regine.
The absence of a clear delineation between charge and flow areas
indicates a different rheology for SMC flow over Nylon 6.6.
Evidently uncured SMC initially ~acent to the film, is capable
of moving over the foil as it is compressed in the mould. It
would seem that the flow mechanism is similar to that which
exists in the absence of a thermoplastic foil, (and which is
described in, for example reference 13.) This ~ been confirmed
through observations of the flow front when charges were
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compressed between flat platens in an open mould. Both with and
without a Nylon foil flow began with lips of hot SMC issuing
almost simultaneously from the top and bottom surfaces of the
charge.
This similarity of flow regimes may exist because the foil is
very thin compared to polycarbonate or Lexan, (0.03mm versus
0.24mm,) and so heat from the bottom platen is transferred very
rapidly to the SMC. Alternatively, Nylon 6.6 may provide a
surface which has a very low coefficient of friction for the
movement of SMC at or a little below 150°C. The explanation is
probably a combination of these. If it were solely a matter of
the thin film allowing rapid heat transfer, then it might be
expected that the flowing charge would tend to stretch the foil
underneath it, and thereby eliminate the "microcreases" which
are observed on the surface within the charge area.

4.4.3. Ma.crobubbles.
Many of the mouldings had only two or three macrobubbles on
their ccated surfaces, covering a total area of about 0.3%, and
in some cases less than 0.1% of the plaque area. This represents
a marked improvement over polycarbonate and Lexan. The nonpredominance of bubbles within the charge area, (if any
preferred region can be ascertained from such a small number of
blisters,) suggests a connection with the flow mechanism •
. Indeed, the results are consistent with the idea of trapped gas
being expelled by flowing SMC. Now with polycarbonate, where SMC
layers adjacent to the foil do not move with respect to it, any
air trapped there before moulding will be unable to escape as
the rest of the charge flows to fill the cavity. Therefore,
although gas incorporated in SMC and caught between charge plies
cannot be ruled out as a contributing source of macrobubbles, it
does seem that the vast majority of blisters on polycarbonate
and Lexan coated plaques arise from air trapped at the
foil/charge interface during charge lay-up.

.
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4.5. Amorphous PET.
4.5.1. Creases and Folds.
A characteristic of plaques moulded with amorphous PET is the
presence, predominantly within the flow area, of much folding,
creasing and tearing of the foil. (See photograph 4.6.) These
features are clearly a result of frictional shear forces between
SMC and thermoplastic. Figure 4.6 illustrates a cross section
through a fold.

Figure 4.6. Cross-section through a fold in an amorphous PET

coating. SMC flow direction is fran left to right •

..

"

The glass transition temperatures of thermoplastic polyesters
are around about 70°C. At 150°C, while it remains in its
amorphous state, this foil is a viscous tacky material, which
once in contaCt with the. ~d, cannot be moved or repositioned.
Therefore if considerable care is not taken in placing the
flimsy discs of film into the mould, then wrinkles and folds
will be introduced even before the plaque is moulded. I have
verified this by laying up the charge plies on top of the foils
and then carefully placing these composite charges into the
cavity. 'lbe resulting plaques have noticeably fewer and smaller
folds and creases, and virtually no tears on their coated
surfaces.
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4.5.2. Charge and Flow Areas.
Unlike mouldings with polycarbonate foil, the glass strand
orientation is not easily visible beneath amorphous PET
coatings. However, there is a distinct difference in colouration
between charge and flow areas, (on Vetrotex plaques.) The charge
area is mottled, with areas of lighter and darker grey, while
the flow area is a more uniform lighter grey, with faint radial
streaks of darker grey. The boundary between th~ two regions is
delineated by a dark line. Perhaps this corresponds to the
relatively styrene free exposed edge of the charge, which has
been turned CNer onto the foil as a result of shear forces from
CNerlying SMC layers.

4.5.3. Bubbles and Blisters.
All the mouldings with amorphous PET were at the control
conditions of temperature and dwell time. There were no
microbubbles, but macrobubbles were present on all the plaques.
Again, these were mostly within the charge area, and CCNered on
average about 0.3% of the whole surface for Vetrotex 2951 A SMC.
As with Nylon 6.6 and I.exan, these bubbles are single pockets of
gas, and not cellular structures as on polycarbonate coatings.
The average diameter is about 3mm and the foil is deformed by no
roore than about 0.5mm above the surrounding bubble free surface.
The results are consistent with the hypothesis that macrobubbles
arise primarily from air trapped between SMC and thermoplastic
before compressio~

4.5.4. Warpage, Waviness, and Crystallinity.
PET coated plaques are warped in a similar way to polycarbonate
and I.exan mouldings. They are all concave on the laminated side
with the central deflection being about 0.5mm. This is probably
a sign of residual stress in the foil. The decorative surface
also suffers from short term waviness, although the defect is
not as pronounced as with these other two materials.
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Tbis particular thermoplastic polyester does not remain in its
am:>rphous state for more than a few seconds when maintained at
150°C. Thus the foil on the cured plaques has a certain degree
of crystallinity, imparting to it a whitish, translucent
appearance, which is particularily noticeable at creases or
bubbles, where the film is not in intimate contact with the
substrate. In effect, the foil on the coated mouldings is not
the same material as was originally placed in the mould. Among
other ways, this difference due to crystallinity is manifested
as increased brittleness. This is not a desirable feature for a
potential bodywork coating. Impacts with small stones or
chippings could eventually break the foil, (after penetrating
the overlying paint layer,) and thereby initiate fatigue or
environmental stress cracking along the thermoplastic/thermoset
interface.

4.6. Tedlar (PVF.)

This foil behaved in a similar manner to Nylon 6.6, in that
there is no sharp dividing line between the charge and flow
areas. However its behaviour was different in that there are no
microcreases present within the charge area. Tbis can probably
be accounted for given the fact that at 150°C, Tedlar does not
show any tendency to adhere to the mould. Therefore, folds or
wrinkles will be more easily eliminated as the charge is sqeezed
over the film. A few macrobubbles were present - about four or
five on each plaque. These are single pockets·of gas·which
barely distort the coating at all. However they are easily seen
because of total internal reflection at the interface with the
underlying vapour. Unfortunately this film is quite easily torn
away from SMC. Additionally, the coatings exhibit short term
waviness.
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4.7. PETg and ABS.
These materials are completely useless as potential foil
coatings for SMC. They are both so soft and tacky at the
roulding temperature that they stick to the rould walls. (This
is still a problem even at lower mould temperatures of 14d'C or
130Pc.) Photographs 4.7 and 4.8 show the disastrous results
obtained.
An interesting feature of the ABS coatings is the difference
between charge and flow areas. This was clearly deronstrated by
a square plaque roulding for which the charge covered the left
half of the cavity only, (photograph 4.8.) The preponderance of
bubbles in this region indicates a difference in SMC rheology
between charge and flow areas. Most probably, the coefficient of
friction for SMC on ABS is quite high, so that there is no
relative motion between the two phases in the charge area. Hence
air trapped between foil and SMC cannot be vented.

4.8. Polypropylene.
Plaques moulded with polypropylene at 150°C have a slightly
frosted appearance, (photograph 4.9.) On closer examination of
these frosted patches, it is evident that the coating is
composed of a fragile cellular structure, (photograph 4.10.)
A possible explanation for this phenomenon might be connected
with the dissolution of polypropylene in styrene. Unreacted
styrene from the SMC could perhaps dissolve some of the
thermoplastic. As cure progresses and styrene is consumed by the
polyester resin, polypropylene would be precipitated. When the
moulding pressure is suddenly released at the end of the dwell
time, any remaining styrene might be expected to evaporate
almost instantaneously from a multitude of nuclei, thus causing
0
the coating to froth. Another plaque moulded at 140 C did not
have any frosting on its coated surface. This would be expected
i f styrene were the cause of the phenomenon at 150°C, since
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polypropylene substantially below this temperature would be much
less soluble in styrene. (At atmospheric pressure, styrene will
dissolve polypropylene when the temperature is near to its
boiling point of 145~)
Another possible explanation is the evolution of absorbed water
from either the SMC or thermoplastic. Neither of these absorbs a
great deal of moisture, but ordinarily they do absorb some.
Therefore this cannot be excluded as a contributing or
alternative explanation.
Although the plaque moulded at 140°C did not display the
frosting imperfection, the foil was not satisfactorily bonded to
the substrate. It took very little effort to lift the film away
from the SMC.

4.9. lleline:z:.

Under the control conditions, this thermoplastic provided no
adhesion whatsoever to any of the three SMCs. Within a few
minutes of de-moulding, the foil began to detach itself from the
substrate. There was no significant difference in the diameter
of the plaques compared with that of the detached foils,
indicating tba.t the residual stresses which led to the debonding
are not very large.

.

Not surprisingly, the plaque slll'faces which were in contact with
Melinex are- much- more glossy than those which were in contact
with steel. (The foil has a much smoother surface than the mould
walls.) However, this lack of roughness accentuates short term
waviness on the SMC. Individual fibre bundles are easily seen
against the smooth background.
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4.10.Solvent Resistance.
An important characteristic of a polymer which is likely to come
into contact with a painting process, is its response to the
action of organic solvents. To probe this topic, I applied a few
drops of acetone and trichloroethane to samples of four foils,
in the as-received condition, and in the moulded state as
coatings on SMC. The four thermoplastics were polycarbonate,
Lexan, Nylon 6.6, and ruoorpbous PET. (These were chosen because
they had provided the most promising adhesion results with SMC.)
Neither Nylon 6.6 nor amorphous PET showed any visible signs of
reaction with either solvent, whether in the as-received or
moulded conditions. Both samples of Lexan were attacked by the
solvents. The presence of a residue on the surface, after the
liquid had evapourated, indicated that some of the thermoplastic
had dissolved. (Lexan blend is about 40wt% polycarbonate29.
The as-received polycarbonate was softened by each solvent as
expected, but the moulded sample, as well as being softened was
almost ins_tantaneously crazed. (See photograph 4.11.) Enhanced
susceptibility to environmental stress cracking is a very
undesirable feature of a thermoplastic laminate, and could
seriously hinder its application as a surface coating, without
careful choice of paint solvent.

4.1l.Oven Tests.
If thermoplastic is to be utilized as an aesthetic coating for
SMC components in the automobile industry, then parts will have
to be capable of w1 thstanding the relatively high temperatures
required to cure, or stove automotive paints. Most likely,
tailor-made paint formulations and painting schedules would have
to be developed. However, to gain some insight into problems
which might be encountered, I heated some foil coated plaques in
an air circulating oven at 17cf'C for 30 minutes. This was meant
to simulate the stoving period of a painting routine which is
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currently used by Ford for steel components. Five different
film/SMC p!.irs were investigated:
a) Nylon 6.6/Vetrotex 2951 A;
b) Amorphous PET/Vetrotex 2951 A;
c) Lexan/BTR SY/70;

d) Polycarbonate/Bl'R SY/70;
e) Polycarbonate/Vetrotex 2951 A.
The next few pu-agraphs contain observations and comments on the
resu1 ts for each foil.

Nylon 6.6. Heating this plaque caused the Nylon to change colour
from transparent to a slight brownish tint. This probably
indicates that the foil had been partially degraded. The
original macrobubble area was about 1% of the whole coated
surface, (more than the average for Nylon 6.6.) The half hour
heating period did not enlarge any of the existing bubbles, and
caused only one more new bubble to appear, which covered less
than 0.1% of the surface.
This is an encouraging resu1 t because it shows that very 11ttle
gas has been trapped in pores or cavities in the SMC. It is
quite prol:able that the type of flow which occura:l as the charge
filled the mould, enabled gases to escape at the flow front.

Amorphous PET. This material also browned slightly, again
suggesting thermal degradation. Many 1110re macrobubbles appeared;
about 3% of the area was blistered compared with about 0.2%
initially. Some of the new blisters were in the charge area, but
the vast major! ty were in the flow area and centred on the folds
and creases. This is not very surpriz:l.ng since the mechanism by
which folds are created would tend to entrap air, as well as
provide a discontinuity in the interface between film and SMC
(See figure 4.6, p44.)
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The reason why bubbles did not form in these positions after
moulding, is probably related to the strength of adhesion
between thermoplastic and SMC. 'lb begin with, the oven test was
at 170°C compared to a de-moulding temperature of 150 C.
Secondly, the interval between removing the plaque from the
press, and the point at which its surface has cooled
sufficiently to prevent deformation b.1 trapped gas, is only of
several seconds duration, (no more than about thirty seconds at
most.) Therefore the oven test gives escaping gas at least sixty
times longer to act against a softer, more pliable foil coating.
In addition, SMC will also be softened by the heat, thereby
facilitating the release of vapour from sub-surface voids.

Lexan. The only visible effect of heating this plaque was a
substantial enlargement of the macrobubbles. Photograph 4.12
shows this. The original blistered area is outlined in solid
line while the dashed line indicates the extent of the bubbles
after the half hour heating period. Evidently the interface
between Le~ and BTR S'l/70 is fairly weak at 170°C.

l'tllycarbonate. The disastrous results of heating plaques coated
with this foil are illustrated in photograph 4.13. Some of the
blisters which were present prior to the oven test have
enlarged, but the main feature is the myriad of small bubbles
which cover the coated surface. These are not_ "microbubbles" as-- described in section 4.2.2; they are not tiny pockets of gas at
the interface between film and SMC. Each bubble has distorted
the coating and is proud of the original surface by about 0.2mm.
The charge and flow areas have been afflicted equally, and there
is no significant difference between BTR and Vetrotex plaques.
Photograph 4.14 shows a few of these bubbles as seen through a
microscope.
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In an attempt to gain more information about this rather
enigmatic occurrence, some virgin polycarbonate foil was
subjected to the same test conditions. This sample shrank but no
bubbles or other imperfections appeared. Another plaque heated
for half an hour at 150°C also developed this bubbling defect,
but to a. considerably lesser extent, - individual bubbles were
separated by several millimetres of undefected coating.
If absorbed moisture were the cause of these bubbles, then it
would be reasonable to expect a similar type of blistering on or
within the unmoulded material. Even though this was not
observed, water cannot be eliminated. 'lb.e moulded polycarbonate
is in a stressed state, (witness the warped plaques,) so this in
conjunction with the adjacent SMC substrate and the high
temperature, could perhaps initiate or catalyse a water
desorption reaction.

4.12.Review Of Surface Finish Besults.
In line with the stated aim of ranking candidate foils in order

of merit with respect to their ability to adhere to SMC
substrates, these first results were reviewed and
unsatisfactory film/SMC combinations eliminated. Although there
is certainly knowledge to be gained from further study of
materials which seem unlikely to be successful, there was not
enough time to do so, while at the same time making progress
with rore promising options.
The following table smws which foils and SMCs have been deemed
satisfactory or promising, judged on the basis of the
observations outlined in the preceding sections. A tick (,./) in
any of the columns indicates that this particular foil/SMC
combination warrants further investigation, (such as adhesion
testing.) A cross <X) signifies that this pair has been
discarded as unsatisfactory or not likely to succeed.
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Vetrotex

Vetrotex

2951 A

2890

BTR SY/70

v

/

(PC/Nr blend)

X

X

Nylon 6.6.

v

v

v

AIIDrphous PEr

J

J

v

Tedlar

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Polypropylene

X

X

X

Melinex

X

X

X

Polycarbonate
Lemn

(PVF)

PETg
AilS

(PET)

Table 4.1 • Thermoplastic/SMC combinations chosen for adhesion
. testing (V) and eliminated from investigations 0()

The table shows polycarbonate as a suitable foil. This may seem
a strange choice for material meriting further study, especially
considering its poor solvent resistance and discouraging
reaction to a stoving environment. If they could not be
overcome, then these two factors alone could rule out its use
in automotive applications. It has been included for adhesion
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testing simply because it does stick quite firmly to all three
SMCs. It takes considerable effort to prize polycarbonate away
from this substrate, and even then some small pieces of SMC
remain attached to the film.
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Photograph 4 . 3 :
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Macrobubbles (ouLlined in
black) pr e d ominantly within
the charge area

Ph otograp h 4 . 4 :
Macrobubbl es on polycarbonate
coati ng , viewed through
an optica l microscope
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Ph oLo g raph 4 . 5 :

Ph oto gr a ph 4 . 6 :

100 % c harge area plaque .
Macrobubbl es are di st ribut e d
randomly over the whole
s urf ace . (The foil has b ee n
Lorn away fro m part of the
s urface)

Vetrotex plaque coated with
a morph o u s PET . Th e f o il
is f o ld e d and torn in t h e
f low a r e a .
(Macro bubbl es
are o utlin e d in b lac k)
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Photograph 4 . 7 ,

i

Plaque moulded with PE'TI_j.
This mat e rial sticks to
the
mould
walls
at
temperaLures as low as
130 °C

Photograph 4.8 :

~

ABS coated mould ing. Th e
preponderance of bubbles
in the charge area (left
half)
indicates
a
differ e nt SMC rheology in
the charge and flow areas
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Phot o graph 4 . 9 :
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Pholograph 4 . 13 :

Ph otograph 4 . 14 :

Polycarbonate
coated
Vetrotex
plaque
after
oven
Lest .
The
whole
s urf ace is covere d wi t h
Liny bubbles

Magnified
view
of
bubbles on polycarbonate
coati n g after oven test
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5.

TENSILE ADIIESION STRENGm.

5.1. 1fhy Measure Adhesion?
Visual observation of the n~r and dispersion of bUbbles or of
differences between charge and flow areas provides information
about the mechanism of adhesion between SMC and thermoplastic.
The resistance offered by foils against efforts to separate them
from substrates also gives information about the bonding
involved. However, such tests are only qualitative. Films are
either "difficult" or "easy" to remove; no knowledge is gained
about just how difficult or how easy. In order to quantify the
strength of adhesion, it is necessary to measure the force
needed to separate a given area of foil from the SMC. The effort
required to do this will vary according to whether for example,
the force is directed normal to the foil/SMC interface,
(tensile,) parallel to the interface, (shear,) or in a line
along it, (peel - combination of shear and tensile.) Figure 5.1
illustrates these modes of delamination. This chapter is
concerned with measurements of the first of these- tensile
adhesion strength.

!

t 1'

t

1 t 1\

TENSILE

(

, SHEAR

Figure 5.1. Three' ways of removing a foil coating from an SMC
substrate.
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5.2. Measurement Of Tensile Adhesion Strength.
_The basic requirements of a tensile adhesion testing procedure
are:
i) Some method of applying a uniform load perpendicular to a
representative sample of the thermoplastic/thermoset
laminate.
ii)A means of recording corresponding values of applied load and
extension.
In principle, any tensile testing machine will satisfy these. I
have used an Instron TT-cM Universal Testing machine, which
automatically plots applied load versus cross--head movement on a
chart recorder, thereby providing a permanent paper record of
each test. The only way in which a uniform load can be applied
to a laminar sample is via some rigid attachment such as a rod
or bar, bonded to the specimen. In theory this is quite straight
forward, but in practice there are significant difficulties
associated with finding a satisfactory method of attaching such
a support.

5.3. Testing Philosophy.
When an SMC/thermoplastic laminate is loaded to failure under a

uniform tensile stress, there are four modes in which a specimen
can break. These are:
a) Cohesive failure within the SMC; fracture surface lies
entirely within the SMC.
-b) Cohesive failure within the thermoplastic film.c) Adhesive failure between SMC and thermoplastic film; fracture
occurs at the interface between thermoset and foil.
d) Fracture is some combination of a, b, or c.
With an appropriate test method, it should be possible to group
candidate SMC/foil combinations into two categories arbitrarily
described as "sui table" and "unsuitable," and defined as
follows:
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Suitable: Specimens consistently fail cohesively within the SMC,
thereby demonstrating that the bond created between foil and SMC
during compression moulding, is stronger than the interlaminar
strength of the thermoset.
Unsuitable: Samples consistently fail by other than cohesive
fracture within the SMC.

~

Bearing in mind the aim of ranking foils in some order of their
ability to adhere to SMC, then this "sui tablefunsui table"
dichotomy could be used as a criterion by which to judge
film/SMC combinations. Those which reach the standard could be
subjected to more testing, (for example, peel and cleavage
adhesion measurements,) while those which fail could be ranked
according to the mean value of tensile stress which causes
failure of the test-pieces.
The nomenclature of the two categories is fairly arbitrary; the
groups could equally well have been called "pass'' and "fail," or
"strong" and "weak." Nevertheless, there is perhaps some
significance in these titlefk Consider the potential application
for foil cOatings on automotive body panels. In this case, it
would almost certainly be required that the coating remain
firmly attached to the substrate throughout the life of the
panel. In other words, the bond between foil and SMC should be
as strong as the internal bonding within the SMC. Therefore,
those mouldings for which the interfacial strength is greater
than the interlaminar strength would ~be "suitable" in one sense.-~-

5.4. Test-Piece Design.
5.4.1. Pull-rods.
The test-piece configuration which was used is shown in figure
5.2. It consists of the test specimen bonded between two
cylindrical mild steel pull-rods, of diameter 30mm. Each pullrod has a thinner shank of 12mm in diameter, which fits into the
jaws of the Instron machine. A cylindrical design was chosen

~
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because of the convenience of machining this shape from standard
-steel- bars which were readily available. Initially an unsbanked
design was used, (figure 5.3,) but this was too heavy and very
awkward to attach to the testing machine.

12

~--so--~

PULL-ROD
SMC

FOIL

Figure 5.2. Tensile adhesion test-piece, consisting of two mild

steel pull-rods bonded to the foil/SMC specinen.
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30

' lr

•
-

-

-

--

-
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-

Figure 5.3. Unshanked tensile adhesion test-piece tried

initially. This was too heavy and too difficult to
fix into the Instron jaws.

•,/
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5.4.2. Test specinens.
Since SMC is heterogeneous, with discrete glass' fibre and resin-phases, it is reasonable to assume initially that the nature of
adhesion between coating and substrate will depend on which
phase is adjacent to the foil. Therefore, in order to obtain
representative values of tensile adhesion strength, it is
important that the area of the specimens should be large enough
so that random variations in the proportion of glass fibre at
the interface will not significantly affect the result& Thus,
if the samples were only lOmm in diameter, then a few bundles of
fibres close together could well occupy most of the interfacial
area. 'Ibis might lead to a spurious result compared with other
specimens which did not have an alnormally high concentration of
glass fibre. A sample area nine times this, (i.e. 30mm
diameter,) would markedly reduce the effects of this kind of
distribution variation.
Similarily, another hypothesis might be that adhesion strength
is influenced by the presence of the ends of glass fibre
bundles, at the foil/SMC interface. Now considering that the
mean fibre length is 25mm, then choosing a diameter of 10mm
would quite frequently provide specimens with an unrealistically
small number of glass bundles protruding into the interface. On
the other hand, a specimen diameter of 30mm is very much more
likely to give samples which are representative of the bulk
interface.
The two theories outlined--aboVe -may be completely invalid, but
when planning a series of tests it is best to consider as many
potential influencing factors as possible. Another point in
favour of a 30mm test-piece is that this size usually makes it
possible to obtain at least nine or ten samples, (which is
statistically meaningful,) from charge and flow areas of the
circular plaques.

5.5. Experimental Procedure.
5.5.1. _ Sample preparation.
A diamond tipped circular saw was used to cut the foil coated
plaques into pieces several millimetres larger than the end
faces of the pull-rods. Both sides of these pieces were abraded
with 240 mesh emery paper to' help provide a key for the
adhesive. (This has to be done carefully on the foiled side to
prevent gouging away too much thermoplastic.) The SMC surfaces
were then washed and rinsed in trichloroethane, while the :film
surfaces were cleaned with propan-2-ol.
The faces of the metal pull-rods were bead blasted to remove
deposits of rust and dirt, and to roughen the surface. These
were then washed in acetone and rinsed in trichloroethane.

5.5.2. Bonding pull-rods.
Having prepared the specimens as described in the previous
section, the adhesive was applied according to the
manufacturer's instructions. Section 5.5.4 gives more
information about the adhesives tried. Most of them remain as
:fairly viscous liquids for several minutes after application.
Therefore, in order to assure axl.al alignment, the glued testpieces must be held in position until the adhesive reaches
working strength. The easiest way to do this was by glueing on
one pull-rod, allowing this bond to cure, and then attaching the
other pull-rod using a special corner piece to align the
specimen, (photograph -5.1, p87.) The test-piece was then
transferred to a smooth horioontal table to reach full cure.

5.5.3. Machining.
Surplus laminate and adhesive outside the perimeter of the pullrods was machined off in two cutting operations. First, the
quadrilateral sample was reduced to a disc of about 35mm
diameter, and second, another tool was used to pare this down to
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be flush with the pull-rods. Shaping the specimens in this way

instead of_ in just one cutting operation, helps to minimiZe the
shock stresses on the SMC. Very rough handling prior to testing
could well initiate cracking at the interface, or within the
thel'III>Set.
This method of shaping and preparing test-pieces has several
advantages compared with cutting 30mm discs straight from the
plaque. For instance, sawing through any of the plaques tended
to debond the foil from the substrata, sometimes for as much as
several millimetres back from the saw line. Therefore, the
actual area of intact interface would be unknown. The constraint
of being bonded to a rigid support, the pull-rod, tends to
minimize damage to the film/SMC interface during machining.
Additionally, excess adhesive would undoubtedly flow over the
exposed surface of the specimens. SUch contamination could not
be easily removed, and would most probably have a significant
effect on the way in which the specimens failed. Although the
effects of microcracks introduced by machining cannot be
quantified, at least all the test-pieces are subjected to the
"
same treatment.

5.5.4. Adhesives.
Six different adhesives were used to bond the pull-rods to the
specimens. These were either available in-house, or quickly and
inexpensively obtainable from outside suppliers. Quite a few
other compounds were not available in-small enough q~tit:i.~ to
buy for these trials. Table 5.1 lists each adhesive along with
0
manufacturer, description, and time to reach full cure at 20 C.
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Adhesive

Manufacturer

Description; mixing

Time to reach

and application

full cure at

20't
Ciln-{}eigy
Araldite
MY750 with

Epoxy casting compound.

HY951

resin to hardener. Pot

Mix 10:1 by weight

>24 hours

life-"'20 mins. Apply
to both surfaces.
Araldite

Ciln-{}eigy

Two pack epoxy paste.

Mix 10:8 by weight,

2001

resin to hardener. Pot

24 hours

life"-'2 hours. Apply
to both surfaces
Araldite

Ciln-{}eigy

Fast setting, two pack
epoxy paste. Mix 1:1 by

2002

weight. Pot life-"<5

4 hours

mins. Apply to both
Araldite

Ciln-{}eigy

surfaces.
Do-it-yourself, two
pack epoxy adhesive.

D.I.Y.

Mix 1:1 by volurre. Pot
life~V20

24 hours

mins. Apply to

both surfaces.
IDctite

IDctite

Cyanoacrylate type
"superglue." Apply

IS 496

sm.ll quantity from

-

_ 12 hours

container to one surface.
Join at once.
Perrm.bond

Perrm.bond

F241 +

Toughened acrylic. APPlY
initiator to one surface,

initiator

and drop of resin on

No. 1.

other.

12 hours

Table 5.1. Trial Adhesives used to bond pull-rods to SMC/foil
speci!mns.
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5.5.5. Testing.
In_ testing foil coated SMCs, the_filmjsubstrate interface
material has effectively been considered as an adhesive, bonding
a thermoplastic to a thermoset. The test procedure is similar to
that of ASTM Il2095 - 72, which measures the tensile strength of
adhesives using bar or rod test-pieces. For that standard, the
rate of loading is stipulated to be within the range 170- 195
KgForcejcm2 per minute. Now, the Instron machine was only
capable of applying a load at a constant and discrete rate of
cross-head 100vement. An extension speed of 1mmjmin was chosen
since for 30mm diameter SMC specimens, this provided a force
lending rate of between 95 and 270 KgForcejcrriJ per minute. This
encompasses the range suggested by ASTM. (The force - extension
curves for coated SMC specimens are initially linear while the
samples remain quite stiff. After further lending, the stiffness
diminishes, - gradient of curve is rErluced, corresponding to a
rErlucErl rate of force increase. See figure 5.5, P73.)

5.6. Preliminary Results.

The first 'tests were conducted with polycarbonate coated
Vetrotex 2951 A. Unfortunately the results were rather
dissappointing. Of a batch of 95 specimens, altb:mgh none failed
at the film/SMC interface, only six failed within the composite.
The other 89 broke at the adhesive bond between pull-rod and
specimen. Thus,
none of the six adhesives performed
satisfactorily for this test configuration. However two
- important observations were made.
1) Of the 89 test-pieces which broke at the
adhesive bond
between pull-rod and specimen, all but six failed at the
interface between metal and SMC.
ii)The Permabond adhesive formed a very strong bond between
polycarbonate and metal. This could not be broken without
first soaking the test-piece for a day in acetone.
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The conclusion from these observations was that in the absence
of a suitable adhesive, the

only~ way_

in which further progress

might be made would be by moulding plaques with a polyca.rbonate
coating on both top and bottom sUrfaces, and by using Perma.bond
F241

to bond samples taken from these, to the pull-rods.

5.7. Double Coated Plaques.

The moulding technique described in chapter three was altered
slightly when ma!dng double film coated plaques. After stacking
the SMC plies together to make the charge, this was placed on
one disc of foil using the placement device to position it. Then
the second foil was centred on top. When ready, this sandwich

was carefully positioned in the mould cavity and moulded in the
usual way.
Tensile adhesion specimens were prepared in the same way as
described earlier. The adhesive initiator was applied sparingly
to the thermoplastic coating with a small brush, and a blob of
resin set on the pull-rod. The two were then pressed together.
Twisting the pull-rod helped to spread the resin evenly
throughout the joint. The finished test-piece is shown in figure
5.4.

-1-----

--1-

-

4--11-

- -+--- - - - -

-1-

v

PULL- ROD ~L----~-,.."--Ll,/\,..----l
FOIL
SMG

Figure 5.4. Test-piece used for double coated specimens. The
design is identical to that shown in figure 5.2,
p:j5.

•
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5.8. Tests And Results.
5.8.1. . ResUJne.
As a result of the preliminary investigations four thermoplastic

foils, making ten combinations with SMCs, were selected for
tensile adhesion testing. (See table 4.1, p53.) Permabond F241
satisfactorily bonded the pull-rods to all four film coatings.
Results and comments on each film are given in the next four
sub-sections.

5.8.2.

Polycarbonate.

Table 5.2 shows the results of tensile adhesion tests with
polycarbona.te coated plaques. Figure 5.5 shows a set of force extension curves for polycarbonate on Vetrotex 2951 A.

SMC

No.

of No.failing No.failing No.failing Mean fracture
specimns within SMC at foil/
by mixed
stress
1lNm-2
substrata nndes
s.d.
interface
<Tn-1

2951 A
charge

flow
2890
charge

flow
..

5

5

0

0

8.4

2.4

16

8

0

8

8.0

1.6

9

2

1

6

8.0

14

14

0

o.

9.2

12

0

0

1.3
. 1.3 . -

BTR SY/70

charge

flow

Not tested.
12

11.6

2.1

Table 5.2. Tensile adhesion test results for polycarbonate
coated plaques. (s.d. denotes "standard deviation.'')
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The reason why there are no results for_ the charge area of BTR
plaques, was because of the distribution of macrobubbles within
this region on both coated surfaces. There was no area without
defects, large enough from which to cut a specimen. The same
explanation applies as to why there were only five specimens
tested from the charge areas of Vetrotex 2951 A plaques.
An interesting feature of the results is the evident difference
between the two Vetrotex compounds. All of the 14 samples tested
from the flow area of 2890 plaques, failed cohesively within the
SMC. However, of 16 specimens cut from the flow areas of 2951 A
plaques only 8 failed within the thermoset, while the other half
had mixed fracture modes. Vetrotex 2951 A contains zinc stearate
while 2890 does not. Hence, it would seem that the 100uld release
properties of this additive do influence adhesion with
polycarbonate.
The action of zinc stearate in compression 100ulded theriOOSets is
not understood. Some theories suggest that stearates are soluble
in uncured.SMC, and that as the material cures the solubility
decreases, causing a migration towards the surface, and leading
to the formation of a waxy layer there. X-ray energy dispersion
analysis does not support this explanation. Instead, it has been
postulated that the metallic end of the molecule becomes
preferentially embedded in the SMC, leaving the fatty part
adjacent to the IOOuld wall30.
Another interesting feature of the results is the difference in
adhesion between charge and flow areas. COnsider for instance
the Vetrotex 2890 material. All flow area test specimens
fractured cohesively within the composite, but only two of the
nine charge area samples failed in the same manner. This is not
very surprising. The different visual appearance of the two
regions indicates a dissimilar structure in the surface layer of
the thermoset which could reasonably be expected to lead to
different adhesion characteristics.
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Tbe random glass strand orientation visible in the charge areas

of polycarbonate coated plaques, shows that the- SMC has not
flowed over the foil in these regions, (section 4.2.1.) The
reasons why this sl:nuld lead to poorer adhesion are unclear but
the explanation could involve at least three factors.
a) SMC void content. As mentioned in chapter four, SMC contains
air and other gases trapped during ma.nufactur~. The absence of
flow would prevent such voids being expelled. Therefore the
material in the charge area, adjacent to the foil, may well be
weaker than the bulk thermoset.
b) Air trapped during charge preparation. Although most of the
air caught between SMC and polycarbonate is probably included in
macrobubbles, a certain proportion could be forced into small
sui:Hrurface bubbles within the composite, near to the interface.
If these did not rupture to form macrobubbles after moulding,
then they coula facilitate crack propagation along the
interface.
c) Glass strand/foil contact. Glass fibre may not adhere to
polycarbonate as well as polyester resin. Hence, overall poorer
adhesion in the charge area may partly result from there being a
considerable number of glass fibre bundles adjacent to the foil.
It is also worth noting that with the Vetrotex 2890 material,
the mean fracture strength of the two specimens from the charge
area: which failed within- the CompOOi~. is 9.7- wm--2 • --rh~ ~
value of fracture strength of the fourteen flow area samples is
9.2 MNm-2• This suggests that the SMC interlaminar strength is
slightly greater in the charge area than in the flow area. This
implies a difference in fibre orientation and distribution
between the two areas, which in turn must be related to SMC
rheology. Photograph 5.2 shows two tested specimens from the
charge and flow areas of polycarbonate coated Vetrotex 2890, on
the left a.IXl right-hand sides respectively. The glass strands in
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in the charge area are still fairly straight, and randomly laid
across each other as in uncurai SMC. However fibre orientation ~
in the flow area is remarkably different. Most of the glass
bundles are twisted and tangled together, and some of the
strands have separated into individual fibres.
This glass fibre distribution may result from a combination of
shear and stictioo during mould filling. When the platen begins
to push down on the charge, SMC is squeezed out as shown in
figure 5.6a. Stiction between uncured SMC and polycarbonate
results in material flowing from the interior of the charge to
the periphery, and there being tumbled over onto the foil.
Material which has recently come into contact with the
thermoplastic will be subject to considerable shear from the
movement of overlying SMC, (figure 5.6b.) Since the platen moves
down at a constant rate, the charge flow velocity also increases
as the eavi ty fills. Such high shear flow is quite likely to
disrupt the original glass strand orientation, and cause
twisting and entanglement.

UPPER PLATEN
FOIL

SMC

LOWER PLATEN

Figure

5.6a.Mould flow of SMC charge between polycarbonate
foils.
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'

VELOCITY PROFILE

I

~

'I'

Figure 5.6b.Postula ted velocity profile for SMC flow between
polycarbonate foils. Since there is some stiction at

the foil surface it is likely that material mid-way
between tbe platens will 1110ve fastest.

5.8.3.

Lexan.

Lexan only adhered to BTR SMC well enough to warrant adhesion
testing. Table 5.3 shows the results.
~

No.

of

No. failing No.failing No.failing Mean fracture

speclnens within BM:: at foil/

by mixed

substrate I!Ddes
-

e-

-

stress
MNm-2

interface

s.d.
an-1

B'lR SY/70
charge

flow

8
14

4

1

3

13.6

1.8

10

0

4

11.1

1.8

Table 5.3. Tensile adhesion test results for Lexan coated
plaques
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Two interesting observations from these results are:
i) Adhesion between foil- and SMC is betfer in the flow area
than in the charge area.
ii)The mean fracture stress of specimens taken from the charge

area. is significantly greater than that of specimens from the
flow area. In fact, the mean value for the four samples from
the charge area., which failed cohesively within the SMC, is
14.2 MNm-2

± 2.3

MNm-2, while the mean failure stress of the

ten specimens from the flow area, which failed by the same
mode, is 11.3 MNm-2 ± 1.7 MNm-2.
Thus, the SMC which comprises the charge area, has greater
interlaminar strength than that within the flow area. This is
the same result as was obtained with polycarbonate. Presumably
the explanation is

5.8.4.

si~lar

for Lexan coated plaques.

Nylon 6.6.

Table 5.4 gives the results of adhesion tests with Nylon 6.6.
,.

No.

of

No.failing No.failing No.failing Mean fracture

speciloons within

me

at foil/

by mixed

substrata modes

stress
MNm-2

interface

s.d.
cTn-1

2951 A
charge

7

0

6

1

8.8

1.5

12

0

12

0

6.4

2.2

11

0

11

0

8.0

1.1

charge

8

0

8

0

5.0

2.0

flow

7

0

7

0

4.0

1.0

flow
2890 ---

all over
plaque
B'lR ff'l/70

Table 5.4. Tensile adhesion test results for
plaques.

Nylon 6.6

coated
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The most obvious conclusion is that Nylon 6.6 is ''unsuitable" as
defined earlier in section 5.3.- All but one of the specimens
failed at the interface between foil and SMC. Having said this
though, i t is interesting to note three points.
i) For Vetrotex 2951 A and BTR SY/70, adhesion with Nylon 6.6
is stronger in the charge area than in the flow area.
ii)The mean fracture stength forVetrotex 2951 A is greater than
for BTR SY/70, implying that bonding is stronger with the
forner.
iii)There is no significant difference in failure strength
between the two Vetrotex compounds.
The difference in adhesion strength between charge and flow
areas is probably not related to SMC rheology. Although no
charge imprint is visible on Nylon 6.6 coated plaques, the
charge area is distinguished by microcreases, (section 4.4.1.)
Perhaps these features provide mechanical keying for the
adhesion of SMC.
The greater overall adhesion provided by the Vetrotex compounds
compared with BTR SY/70 is clearly a function of SMC
composition. These compounds' formulations are listed in section
2.3, (pp16,17 ,) so far as they have been made available by the
manufacturers. It is not possible to say which components are
responsible for the difference in adhesion. (Vetrotex 2951 A and
BTR S'l/70 both contain about e:rual quantities of zinc stearate.)
Photograph 5.3 shows the -fracture--surface on Nylon- 6.6, taken
from the flow area of a Vetrotex 2951 A plaque. Notice the
striations present on the film. These are actually marks on the
foil, and not deposits of SMC. This shows that uncured SMC has
flowed over the film; that there has been relative motion
between thermoplastic and thermoset, and that the flow regime
for SMC on Nylon 6.6 is different from that for SMC on
polycarbonate.
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5.8.5.

Am:>r.J;ilous PET.

~

Amorphous PET was used

-

,I

to mould double coated plaques with all

three SMCs. However, I was unable to test samples from the
charge areas. Delamination of the foil from substrate was so
extensive in the vicinity of the saw-line that it was only
possible to obtain four or five large enough samples altogether.
'lb.ese all failed prior to testing, either at the machining stage
or when (carefully) handling them afterwards. Apparently these
film/SMC combinations are very sensitive to shock loading. This
may well be related to the inherent brittleness of the semicrystalline state which is produced in the thermoplastic when it
is heated, (section 4.5.4.)
The lack of adhesion in the charge area again correlates with
the different appearance of charge and flow areas, which in turn
indicates a dissimilar fibre distribution. Thus, adhesion
depends on flow, and especially on shear between SMC and
thermoplastic. Table 5.5 shows the results for flow area
specimens from all three SMCs.

of No. failing No. failing No. failing Mean fracture
speciloons within SM:: at foil/ by mixed stress
Mmr2
substrate JIDdes
s.d.

No.

interface

-2951
flow

~-

on-1

A~

10

0

1

9

7.0

2.3

flow
10
B'lR SY/70
flow
15

0

0

10

7.4

1.1

1

1

13

8.2

1.7

2890

Table 5.5. Tensile adhesion results for amorphous PET coated
plaques.
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From the results it is obvious that amorphous PErr' is unsuitable;
i.e., ~specimens do not consistently fail wholly within the SMC. ~
Virtually all the samples which failed by a mixed fracture mode,
bad broken at the adhesive bond between metal am thermoplastic.
This shows that Permabond F241 is not perhaps completely
satisfactory as an adhesive to join these materials. However
this does not invalidate the results because all the specimens
bad also fractured part way along the foil/substrata interface.
'llle ~gher mean fracture strength of BlR plaques compared with
the Vetrotex materials suggests that adhesion of PET to the
former is slightly better tba.n to the latter two compounds. None
of the Vetrotex mixed mode fracture specimens failed within the
composite, but 7 of the 13 B1R samples broke partly within the
SMC. In this case, cohesive fracture in the thermoset accounted
for about 30% of the total area. Again it is not possible to say
whether this difference in adhesion is related to rheological
characteristics or to SMC composition. Photograph 5.4 shows a
typical fracture surface of this type.

5.8.6. Effect of moisture.
In an effort to see how the absorbed water content of foils
influences their adhesion to SMC, tensile adhesion tests were
conducted on samples from plaques moulded with dry Nylon 6.6 an1
dry polycarbonate. These films were previously dried in an oven
at 120'b for four hours, am kept in a desiccator until required
to make up the charges. (The plaques we~re subjected
normal
atmospheric conditions after moulding and during test-piece
preparation.) The results of the tests, together with results
for undried foils are shown in table 5.6.

to
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Foil

No. of No.failing No.failing No.failing Mean fracture
speciroons within SM::: at foil/
by mixed
stress
substrate modes
MNm-2
s.d.
interface

Dunp P.C.

5
16

5

0

0

8

0

7

0

11

8

8.4
8.0

2.4
1.6

0

7

7.5

1.2

0

0

11

6.5

1.4

7

0

1

12

0

6
12

0

8.8
6.4

1.5
2.2

Nylon 6.6
all over 12
plaque

0

10

2

4.2*

1.0

charge

flow
Dry P.C.
charge

flow
Damp

Nylon 6.6
charge

flow
Dry

*calculated on results of 8 saoples;
being placed in the Instron jaws.

4 broke when

Table 5 .6. Tensile adhesion test results for dried and damp
foils coated on Vetrotex 2951 A SMC.

The main conclusion to be drawn is that adhesion between
Vetrotex 2951 A and polycarbonate or Nylon 6.6, is worse when
the foil is moulded in a dry condition. For i>olycarbOnate, all
the specimens failed by a combination of cohesive fracture in
the composite, and adhesive fracture at the film/substrate
interface. (Photograph 5.5 shows one of the test-pieces after
failure.)
The dry Nylon 6.6 was slightly brown in colour, and noticeably
more brittle after being heated in the oven. This was prol::e.bly
the result of degradation. The samples failed in much the same
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m::nner as the normal "damp" material, except that the average
fracture stress was significantly lower. Four of the test-pieces
broke at the interface, as they were being fixed into the
Instron jaws prior to testing.
The results for Nylon 6.6 are probably related more to the
effect of oxidation than to loss of absorbed water. The fact
that four of the specimens broke prior to loading indicates that
the foil is quite brittle, and therefore very susceptible to
shock impacts. There seems to be no great difference in SMC
rheology since plaques moulded with dried and undried foil have
the same appearance.

5.9. Conclusion.
Initially, the tensile adhesion test was unsuccessful. None of
the six trial adhesives was capable of bonding the specimens to
the pull-rods. A modifiEd test specimen, having a foil coating
on both sides of the SMC could be bonded to the rods with an
acrylic adhesive, Permabond F241. With this new configuration,
12 different foil/SMC combinations were tested and classified
into two groups, "suitable" and "unsuitable" as defined in
section 5.3. Table 5.7 illustrates this.
Neither Nylon 6.6, nor amorphous PET form a strong enough bond
with any of the SMCs. Lexan performed satisfactorily on the flow
_ area of BTR plaques, and polycarbonate adherEd well to Vetrotex
2890 and BTR SY/70 in the flow area.

I
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Foil
Polycarbonate
charge area
flow area
Polycarbonate( dry)
charge area
flow area
Lexan
charge area
flow area
Nylon 6.6
charge area
flow area
Nylon 6.6 (dry)
all over
plaque

_Vetrotex
2951 A

Vetrotex

s
s

u

u

s

s

BTR SY/70

2890

u
u
u

s
u
u

u
u

u
u

u
u

u
u

u

Am:>rphour PE:l'

charge area
flow area
Table 5. 7.

u
u

"SUitable" am ''unsuitable" foil/SMC combinations.

Adhesion between polycarbona te and Vetrotex 2951 A, although
classified as sui table, is not entirely convincing. This may
possibly be a function- of zinc stearate content, but more data,
from peel or cleavage tests are needed to be conclusive. BTR
SY/70 also contains zinc stearate as a release agent, but its
influence on adhesion with polycarbonate may be reduced when in
combination with the other components of the resin. The marked
preference for adhesion on the flow area is evidently related to
rheology, and coefficient of friction between uncured SMC and
themDplastic.
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It must be borne in mind that these are the z:esu1 ts for plaques
moulded under the control conditions, i.e., 210 seconds dwell
time, 4.46 MPa cavity pressure, 2mm/second ram closure rate,
etc., and that the outcome could be altered by choosing
different values of these parameters. Any future work on this
topic could entail investigating the effect of changes in
moulding conditions. In addition, it might also be worth
experimenting with microwave heating. For e:xample, recent work
by Costigan et al.13, has shown that dielectrically pre-heated
SMC charges at a fairly uniform 60'C, have radically different
rheologica.l chara.cteristics compared to unheated charges.
Table 5.8, (next page,} ranks the "unsuitable" foil/SMC
combinations in order of merit, according to their mean failure
strengths.
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Foil/SMC
--

Mean fracture

Foil/SMC

strength MNin-2
s.d.

Mean fracture

strength
MNin-2
s.d.

-

Nylon 6.6/
2951 A
flow

8.8

1.5

PE.'l'/2890
flow

7.4

1.1

2.4

PE.'l'/2951 A
flow

7.0

1.4

6.5

1.4

6.4

2.2

5.0

2.0

P.C./
2951 A
charge

8.4

PE.'l'/

P.C.(dry)/

B'lR SY/70

2951 A
flow

flow

8.2

1.7

P.C./
2951 A
flow
P.C./
2890
charge

Nylon 6.6/
2951 A
8.0

1.6

flow
Nylon 6.6/

8.0

BTR SY/70
charge

1.3

Nylon 6.6/
2890

Nylon 6.6(dry)
8.0

P.C.(dry)/ 2951 A
charge
7.5

1.1
--

-

--

1.2

4.4

/2951 A
-

Nylon 6.6/
BTR SY/70
flow

-

-

4.0

1.0
--

1.0

Table 5.8. ''Unsuitable" foil/SMC combinations ranked according
to mean fracture strength.
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Ph otograph 5 .1:
Steel co rn er u se d Lo alig n
th e
Les L
pieces
wh e n
b o nd ing th e p u ll-ro d s . The
SMC
specime n
is
accommodaLe d
by
a
horizonLal sloL
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Photograph 5 . 2 :

i

Frac Lur e d t est - pi eces from
pol ycarbonat e
coat e d
VeL rot ex 2890 . Glass fibre
bundles in t h e flow area
( right) a r e mo r e t wi s t e d
an d tang le d t han in t h e
c h arge ar ea

Ph otograph 5.3:
Striations present on t h e
s urface of Nyl o n 6 . 6 from
t he
flow
area
of
a
Vet rot ex 2951 A plaque

~
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PhoLograph 5 . 4 :

t

Mixed mode fracLure in
amorphous PET coated BTR
specimen .
Failure
ha s
occurre d
at
Lh e
me~al/foil
bond , at the
fo1l/composiLe interface
an d coh esively within ih~

SMC

Photograph 5 . 5 :

l

Fractured test-piece from
dry polycarbonaLc coaLe d
VeLrotex
2951 A. Failure
is
partly
at
t he
foil/composite junction
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6.

PEEL ADHESION STRRr«l'l11.

6.1. Peel Forces.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the action of peeling a flexible foil
from a rigid substrata. The applied stress can be resolved into
tensile and shear components at the interface. Since all the
peeling effort is concentrated along one narrow strip, the
stress distribution in the surrounding material will be nonuniform. In addition, the film surface is not constrained to
remain parallel to the substrata, (as was the case with the
tensile adhesion test.) Bearing these factors in mind, it is
quite reasonable to expect candidate foil/SMC combinations to
behave differently in respect of their mutual adhesion
characteristics, compared to tensile adhesion testing. More
specifically, those films which have been classified as
"suitable" after tensile testing, may perhaps peel apart from
their SMC substrates. On the other hand, since peel is a more
severe form of deformation, it is not likely that ''unsuitable"
materials will perform significantly better. Therefore only
polyca.rbonate and Lexan mouldings have been investigated. Again,
the limitation of time has precluded the study of peel with
other foils.

• _ . . . , , . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'" • .....,.
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Figure 6.1. Peeling a flexible foil from a rigid substrata.
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6.2. Measurement

~

Peel Strength.

'lbere are at least three standard test methods -for measuring
the----- peel resistance of a-laminate adhesively bonded to a rigid
substrata. 'lbese are outlined below.

=

180° Peel~ (ASl'M 0003 49.)
'lbis test configuration is shown in figure 6.2. 'lbe substrate is
attached to one jaw of a tensile testing machine, and the
adherend, having been torn awa~ over a distance of a few
centimetres, is fixed to the other jaw via for instance, a
spring steel !nr. Peel force is measured directly.

,,
~
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••
t·~

,,
i',

..'
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Figure 6.2. 180° peel test, (AS'l\1 0003 -49.)
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=

Climbing Drum Test (AS'lll D1781 76.)
(Figure 6.3.) This method involves fixing the adherend to the-- inner barrel of a spool, and causing this to roll up the
laminate by pulling down on steel bands attached to the outer
rim. Peel resistance is calculated indirectly from a knowledge
of the force exerted. This method has the advantage that the
applied force is in line with the substrate, thereby avoiding
interfering effects from off axis moments. A significant
disadvantage is the relative complexity of the apparatus. It is
not staright forward to construct, and setting it up for each
test could be quite awkward and time consuming.

SMC

FOIL

SPOOL

.l
-STEEL BAND

Figure 6.3. Climbing drum peel test, (AS'Thl D1781 - 7fi.)
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=

Floating Roller Method (AS'lld 03167 76.)
The apparatus for this test is shown in figure 6.4. As the
adherend is pulled downwards, it detaches from the substrate,
which moves over the rollers. Peel force is measured directly.
'Ibis is considered to be slightly more severe than the climbing
drum test, since with the smaller diameter rollers, the stress
is concentrated along a narrower portion of the interface.

1'

I

I

,,~ ... ' '

\

'

I

'

I

'

SMC

--

--FOIL

Figul-e 6.4. Floating roller peel test, (ASTM 00167- 76.)

I tried the 180° peel test first since it is the simplest and
most straight forward. Unfortunately it was completely useless.
Being bent through 18cf was too great a deformation for both
Lexan and polycarbonate. Both foils broke at the Bend and did
not peel away from the SMC. As a result of this, I decided to
opt for the floating roller method, which has been successful.

1
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6.3. Experimental Procedure.
6.3.1. Appu-a.tus.-

The floating roller peel test apparatus is shown in figure 6.5
and photograph 6.1, (pl12.) It consists of two precision ball
bearing rollers of diameter 25mm, mounted in a triangular frame.
'Ibis is hinged to an attachment rod which fits into the jaws of
the Instron testing machine. The rollers are positioned in the
frame in such a way that when suspended by the attachment rod,
the centre of gravity lies on a vertical line tangential to the
left hand roller. This helps to minimize spurious twisting
IIXllmnts.

t

20
STEB. FRAME

I

'

:~

~~---

60

STRIP

Figure 6.5. Floating roller peel apparatus used for the tests

reported in this chapter. 'lbe rollers have an axial
length of 25mn.
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6.3.2. Sample selection.
The peel tests were carried out under the hypothesis that there
is a difference in foil/composite adhesion between charge and
flow areas, and that this is a function of SMC rheology.
Therefore, in order to gain more information about this, - more
evidence in favour or conclusive proof against, - it is
desirable to use the least complicated samples.
Obviously the specimens must be in strip form for the floating
roller test. Cutting circular plaques into strips as shown in
figure 6.6 would provide samples which were not only of
different sizes, but which also varied in the proportion of
charge and flow area encompassed by each.

-

.....

"\
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\

I

I

I
\

I

\

I

'
-

-
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FL

E

Figure 6.6. Cutting strips from circular plaques does not

provide (nominally} identical specimens for peel
testing.
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A better arrangement is to mould square plaques using
rectangular SMC charges which cover the whole width of the cavity. Taking samples as shown in figure 6.7 provides test
specimens which are as nearly identical as possible. Making
double coated plaques gives twice as many samples from each
moulding, and also better matches the flow conditions which
prevailed when moulding the plaques for tensile adhesion
testing.

1-'/

I

-

-

v

Fl pw

CH it. Dr. 1:

v

/'

'

/

-

-

-

'

Figure 6.7. Peel test specimens are cut from square plaque

mouldings. The dotted line marks the edge of the
charge which covers half the cavity area.

6.3.3.

Sample preparation.

Ten or eleven specimens 20mm wide, were cut from each 245mm
square plaque. This made it possible to avoid any prominent
macrobubbles, and to discard several millimetres at the edges of
the mouldings. 'lbe diamond tipped saw blade is about lmm wide,
so cutting the samples consumed an addi tioual lOmm strip.
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'lb.e foil was prized away from the SMC over the first 5cm of each
sample, and a small hole (2 - 3mm) was punched near the end of
the exposed laminate. 'lb.is facilitated setting up the test, and
attaching the foil into the clamp. A shallow notch was cut
through the film at the opposite end of the strip, (figure 6.8.)
This effectively isolated the end of the specimen and thereby
prevented complicating effects which could have arisen from for
example, the film being twisted or buckled against the cavity
wall during moulding.

Figure 6.8. Peel test spec:lnen.
"

As was mentioned in chapter five, significant delamination

occurs in the vicinity of the saw line.
from severe local vibrations introduced
action of the diamond edged blade. 'lb.is
analytical calculations by using a best

Presumably this results
by the abrasive cutting
can be accounted for in
estimate of the average

width of intact interface. For polycarbonate, saw line
delamina.tion is easily distinguished as a whitish border along
the edge of the strips.
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6.3.4.

Testing.

The experimental set-up is shown in photograph 6.2. The chart
paper spea:r w'as set at the same value as the peel rate, so that
the extent of the autographic load - extension plot corresponds
directly to the length of foil peeled away from the substrat~
All tests were conducted using a peel rate of 10cm/minut~

6.4. Results- Le:mn.

The floating roller peel test did not work with Lexan coated BTR
material. On each occasion the laminate fractured cohesively
and did not detach from the SMC, regardless of whether specimens
were from the charge or flow areas of the plaque. Obviously the
interface between foil and substrate is stronger than the foil
itself. This, combined with the observation from tensile
adhesion tests that the interface is stronger than the
composite, suggests that this particular combination of
thermoplastic and SMC is reasonably successful.

6.5. Results - Polycarbonate.
6.5.1. Peel perpendicular to flow direction.
Two square plaques moulded from Vetrotex 2951 A SMC and foil
coated on top and bottom surfaces, were used for peel tests with
polycarbonat~ For one set of specimens, (sample 54,) both foils
were abraded with 240 mesh emery paper and washed with propan-2ol prior to moulding, to see how surface texture might affect
adhesion. Charge position and specimen selection for each plaque
are shown in figure 6.9.
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3irsi ~i ~i
~r si ~i ~i ~1~11
I
I

rz~

4! ~! ~! nl~2l J 6! sL 20!
I
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CHARGE

FLOW
.!

i ~i ~i ~i 9in1I i 3J bl "7! 9!
2! 4! ~l s! o.1:12r 41 k6i aT 20i
~

55

-

-

-nor
Figure 6.9. ~1 test specimen selection for plaques 54 and 55,

double coated with roughened polycarbonate and
smooth polycarbonate respectively. The upper row
pertains to the top surface of the plaques. The
arrows indicate peel direction.
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6.5.2.

Analysis of results.

A typical load - extension plot- is shown in figure 6.10. As can
be seen, this is far from being a uniform, even curve. Each rise
and fall corresponds respectively to a steady increase in force

and a sudden yielding.
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Figure 6.10.0laracteristic peel test force - extension plot.
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One way of interpreting these results would be by a fracture
mechanics approach. Theoretically it should be possible to
extract values of critical strain energy release rate, GIC• and
critical stress intensity factor, KIC• for crack propagation
along the foil/SMC interface. This would give some idea of the
toughness or resistance to cracking.
A more meaningful procedure of perhaps greater utility, is
simply to estimate the mean value of peel strength for each
specimen; i.e., peel force per unit width of laminate. Initially
I tried to do this by collecting values of load every 3mm along
the peel force - extension curves, but the error involved was
unacceptably large, - greater tba.n ± 50% in some instances.
This problem was solved by digitizing the results, using a two
dimensional computer drafting facility available on the
University's Prime C mainframe system. This entailed fixing each
plot to an inductive l:nseboa.rd and using a cross-haired search
coil to record the position of points on the trace. Another
facility from the drafting package was invoked to calculate the
area under the digitized curves. Knowledge of the length of
peeled foil and the appropriate scaling factor for the load axis
permitted calculation of a mean value for the applied load. This
procedure provided considerably more accurate values of mean
peel strength. Tables 6.1 and 6.2, (on the next two pages,)
tabulate the results for plaque samples 54 and 55, abraded and
smooth polycarbonate respectively.
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54

Po1ycarbonate, abraded

- 55- Polycarbonate, SIOOOth

No. Mean load Specinen Peel

No. Mean load Specinen Peel

KgForce
1
3
5
7
9
2
4
6
8
10
11
13
15
17
19
12
14
16
18
20

0.19
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.23
0.42
0.35
0.37
0.39
0.35
0.42
0.45
0.38
0.35
0.26
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.23

width strength
KgForce
Nm-1
um (± 1)
18
104
1
0.14
18
117
0.19
3
17.5
127
5
0.27
18
0.25
121
7
18
115
0.22
9
18
125
0.19
2
18.5
229
4
0.23
17
0.20
196
6
17
0.19
202
8
17
213
*10 0.09
18
202
11 0.20
18
229
13 0.43
18
245
15 0.50
18
207
17 0.27
18
191
19 0.33
17
142
12 0.26
18
180
14 0.22
18
174
16 0.24
18
18 0.45
164
18
125
20 0.26

width strength
um (:!: 1) Nm-1
17
81
18
104
17.5
151
17
144
17.5
123
17
110
17.5
129
18
109
17
110
18
49
17
115
18
234
18
273
18
147
17
190
16
159
17.5
123
17.5
135
17
260
17
150

Table 6.1. Peel strengths perpendicular to flow direction for
plaques 54 and 55, double coated with abraded and
sJOOOth polycarbonate respectively.
*The value for specimen 55/10 is extremely low,
probably as a result of some large systematic error
such as failing to correctly zero the chart recorder,
and might reasonably be disregarded.
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55--

54 Mean peel strength
....
-1
1'tl11

s. d .

Mean peel strength
.....
-1
UI.U
S. d •

O"n-1

CHAOOE

155

FLOW

186

49

<Tn-1

118*

21

179

58

*Nine specillens only, 55/10 omitted.

Table 6.2. Mean peel strengths of plaques 54 and 55 classified
by charge and flow areas.

6.5.3. Discussion.
Several observations can be made on the peel strength results
shown above. These include:
a) For both plaque 54 and 55, the average peel strength of
specimens in the flow area is appreciably greater than in the
charge area.
b) The average peel strength in the charge area of plaque 54 is
greater than in the charge-area of -plaque 55.
c) There is no significant difference in peel strength between
the flow areas of the plaques.
The resu1ts agree with those from tensile adhesion tests in tbat
they suggest adhesion is better on the flow area than on the
charge area. Not only was there a difference in the appearance
of the two regions after moulding, the peeled foils and
substrates are also remarkably different. Photograph 6.3 shows
two SMC strips from plaque 54. On the left is specimen 1 from
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the charge area and on the right is number_ 15 from the flow
area: Notice the glass fibre bundles still visible in the charge
area compared with the relatively uniform texture of the flow
area. Photograph 6.4 compares the detached foils from these
specimens. The same effect is evident here. In this case though,
it is worth noting that there is a considerable amount of SMC
bonded to the foil from the charge area, but very little
thermoset attached to the other laminate. Clearly then, in the
charge area delamination occurred by crack propagation through
the composite, a fraction of a millimetre below the
foil/composite interface. By contrast, in the flow area fracture
has occurred much closer to the junction between SMC and
thermoplastic. This is compatible with the hypotheses proposed
in section 5.8.2, (p75,) that poorer adhesion in the charge area
results from SMC void content or air trapped during charge
preparation; at any rate, from gas which is not expelled because
there is no relative motion between thermoset and thermoplastic
in this region as the mould cavity fills.
Similar features are visible on the foil and substrates of
specimens from plaque 55, (s1000th po1ycarbonate,) but they are
not as pronounced as on plaque 54. See photographs 6.5 and 6.6.
As would be expected, roughening the film surface tends to
provide a better mechanical key for SMC. With regard to this, it
is poignant to note that Lexan foil, which showed very good
adhesion with BTR SMC, has a fine matt texture on one surface.
This side was always placed adjacent to the SMC when moulding
plaques.
The results do not show any difference in peel strength between
the flow areas of the two plaques. APParently foil surface
roughness does not greatly influence adhesion in regions where
the SMC has experienced considerable shear. The absence of glass
strands on the surface of flow area specimens probably indicates
substantial fibre orientation in this region.
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Another interesting difference between the two plaques is thepeel strength of upper and lower surfaces. Table 6.3 illustrates
this.

54

55

Mean peel strength.

Mean peel strength.

Nm-1

s.d.

117

I.Dwer
Upper

Upper

Nm-1

s.d.

<Tn-1
9

121

<Tn-1
29

193

40

115*

10

215

22

192

64

157

23

165

55

CHAOOE

FlOW

ll:>wer

*Four specimens only; 55/10 omitted.

Table 6.3. Mean peel strengths of plaques 54 and 55 classified
by upper and lower surfaces.

-

For plaque 55 there is no apparent difference in adhesion
between the upper and lower surfaces within the charge and flow
areas. This is what would be expected, - why should there be
better adhesion on one side of the plaque than on the other?
However, with plaque 54 there does seem to be difference in peel
strength between the upper and lower surfaces. Within the charge
area, adhesion is better on the bottom surface, while in the
flow area peel resistance is greater on the top surface.
Interpretation of this puzzling result would require further
experimentation.
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Yet another strange feature of these results is that the
detached film strips from the charge areas of both plaques are
curled up, with what was the original outer surface now
innermost. On the contrary, peeled foils from the flow areas are
comparatively curl free. See photograph 6.7. Presumably this
curl has resulted from the relaxation of residual stresses. If
this is the case, {and there is no reason to suppose otherwise,)
then the phenomenon can be explained in terms of the shear
forces acting on the foil as the mould eavi ty fills.
In the charge area, shear stresses from the compressed charge
tend to stretch the film in all directions. When peeled away
from the substrate, the foil has a tendency to contract under
the influence of the frozen-in stress. Adhered SMC restricts
contraction on the inner surface so that the strip adopts a
curved configuration. In the flow area, most of the shear stress
from the moving SMC acts in the direction of flow. Therefore,
when peeled from the substrate perpendicular to flow, there is
very 11ttle tendency to contract in the lengthwise direction.

6.5.4. Peel parallel to flow direction.
For these tests, strip specimens were cut from two Vetrotex 2951
A plaques as shown in figure 6.11. Plaque 51 was coated with
polycarbonate film which had previously been abraded with 240
mesh emery paper and washed with propan-2-ol: Sample 52 was
laminated on both sides with smooth, as-received foil. The
charge covered 20% of the cavity and only the flow area was
tested. Odd numbered specimens were peeled in the same direction
as SMC flow while even numbered strips, from the lower surface,
were peeled in the opposite sense. Tables 6.4 and 6.5, (pp108,
109,) contain the results for these tests.
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Figure 6.1l.Peel test specimen selection for plaques 51 and 52,
double coated with roughened polycarbonate and
smooth polycarbonate respectively. Left hand column
corresponds to the top surface of the mouldings. 'lbe
arrow indicates the peel direction.
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51

52

Polycarbonate~ abract~

No. Mean load Specl.roon Peel
KgForce

No. Mean load Specl.roon Peel

width strength
lliD

1

0.17

3

*0.06

5

0.13

7

Not tested

9

Polycarbonate, sroooth

*0.08

(± 1)

KgForce

Nn-1

width strength
lliD

(± 1)

Nn-1

17

98

1

0.23

18

125

17.5

34

3

0.16

18

87

17

75

5

0.15

18

82

7

0.11

18

60

9

0.14

17.5

78

11

0.19

18

104

17.5

45

11

Not tested

13

0.16

17

92

13

0.10

18

55

15

0.13

17.5

73

15

0.12

18

65

17

0.19

17.5
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17

0.15

17

87

19

0.14

17.5

78

19

0.15

17

87

21

0.18

18

98

21

0.15

18

82

2

0.12

17

69

2

0.31

17.5

174

4

0.13

17.5

73

4

0.27

17

156

6

0.10

17

58

6

0.20

17.5

112

8

0.09

17

52

8

0.12

17.5

67

10

0.12

17.5

67

10

0.17

17

98

12

0.09

18

49

12

0.12

17

69

14

0.12

17.5

67

14

0.13

17

75

16

0.10

17

58

16

0.12

17

69

18

0.09

17.5

50

18 *0.07

40

20

0.09

17

52

20- *0.07

17
17 -

22

0.09

18

49

22

16.5

59

0.10

40

Table 6.4. Peel strengths parallel to flow direction for plaques
51 and 52,

double coated with abraded and

SJIDOth polycarbonate respectively.
*Again, some of the very low values are probably due
to systematic errors,
ignored.

and might reasonably be
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Meiii peel strength
(upper and lower surface.)
~~'G.U
....-1
s. d .
Plaque 51

*70

18

Plaque 52

+90

32

*excluding 3 and 9.
+excluding 18 and 20.

Table 6.5. Mean peel strength of plaques 51 and 52 averaged
over both top and bottom surfaces.

6.5.5. Discussion.
The first point to note is that the values of peel resistance
for both plaques are not significantly different, (table 6.5.)
This is in agreement with the results for peel testing
perpendicular to the flow direction, but more information would
be required to prove conclusively that surface texture does not
influence peel resistance in the flow area.
Peel strength does seem to depend on the direction of
delamination with respect to SMC flow. Compare the values in
table 6.5 with those for the flow areas of plaques 54 and 55 in
table 6.2, (p103.) Peel resistance perpendicular to the flow
direction is very much greater than parallel to it. This can be
explained in terms of the glass fibre orientation.

As SMC flows out from either of the charge configurations used
in these mouldings, the reinforcing fibre tends to align with
the flow 3 1. Now, consider what happens as a crack propagates
through the interfacial region as the laminate is removed. Fbr
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peel parallel to the flow direction, the fracture surface can
-- - --- - follow a path which lies almost entirely within the relatively
weak polyester matrix. On the other hand, when peel is in a
direction perpendicular to the fibre'orientation, then
inevitably at some point the progressing crack will have to take
a path through the much stronger glass fibre bundles. To break
or tear glass fibres will require much more effort than to
fracture the matrix material. Hence the ·greater peel strength in
this direction.
-~

-

-

-

-

If this explanation is correct, then one would expect to see

evidence of fibre tear or breakage on the detached foils or
substrates. Photograph 6.8 shows two peeled foils. On the left
is number 16 from the flow area of plaque 55 and on the right is
number 20 from plaque 52. Pieces of glass fibre, lying across
the width, are visible on the left hand laminate while far less
fibrous debris remains on the film peeled parallel to SMC flow.
The test results show some evidence of a difference in peel
resistance between upper and lower surfaces. Table 6.6 shows
this.
51

52

Mean peel strength.
,l'U.U
....-1
S. d e

Mean peel strength.
,rtW
....-1
Se d e

Upper

*89

13

83

U>wer

59

9

+98

*excluding 3 and 9;

20
41

+excluding 18 and 20

Table 6.6. Mean peel strengths for plaques 51 and 52, classified
by upper and lower surfaces.
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There seems to be no significant difference for the plaque
coated with smooth polycarbonate, - the 8llme result as for peel
perPendicular to the flow direction. For the abraded foil
however, there does appear to be some difference between upper
and lower surface, with the former being somewhat more difficult
to delaminate. A similar difference in adhesion was observed for
peel perpendicular to SMC flow on plaque 54•

.

One final point worth noting is that all the detached foils are
curled up with the original outside surface innermost. The
radius of curvature is smaller than for any of the peeled
laminates from plaques 54 or 55, perhaps indicating greater
residual stress. This would be expected if indeed the foil
experiences considerable shear during mould filling.

6.5.6.

Polycarbonate on BTR SMC.

Peel tests with BTR SMC were unsuccessful. Just as with I.exan,
polycarbonate foil fractured cohesively and did not detach from
the substrate, regardless of whether the specimen was from the
charge or flow area. Again this illustrates the difference in
adhesion between SMC compos!tions.

6.6. Conclusion.

The floating roller peel test did not work with Lexan coated
SMC. The interface between foil and SMC is stronger in this mode
of delamination than either thermoplastic or thermoset. This is
quite encouraging in terms of Lexan's suitability as a surface
coating. Peel tests with smooth and abraded polycarbonate foil
were successful. Peel resistance was tested parallel and
perpendicular to the SMC flow direction. In both cases, abraded
film adhered better than smooth film on the charge areas, but
there seemed to be no difference in adhesion on the flow areas.
Peel strength perpendicular to mould flow, (and therefore to
fibre orientation,) is greater than in the parallel direction.
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Photograph 6 . 1 :
Floating roller apparatus
for peel testing

Ph otograp h 6 . 2 :
Peel testing
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PhoLograph 6 . 3 :
Peeled
SMC
strips
from
plaqLe
54
(rough ened
polycarbonate) .
Glass
s trands are v i sible in Lh e
c harge area (left) buL not
jn Lh e flow area (righL)

Ph o t oe;raph C. 4 :
DeLac h e d foil fr o m plaque
54 . (Ch arg e area left ,
flow area right)
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Photograph 6 . 5 :
Pee l e d
SMC
strips
from
plaque
55
(smooLh
polycarbona te) . Some glass
s Lran d s are visi bl e in Lh e
flow area (left) , bu t no t
as many as with a roughened
foil (photograph 6.3)

Ph oLograp h 6 . 6:
De tac h e d
foi l s
from
plaque 55 . (Charg e area
left , flow area right)

11 5

Ph olograph 6 . 7 :
Plaque 54 : Peeled foils
from t h e c harge area Cleft )
are muc h more c url ed than
l h ose from the flow area

cri gh t )

Ph olog raph 6 . 8 :
Delach e d foils from t h e
flo w areas of plaques 55
and
52 .
More
fibrous
d e bri s
remains
on
t he
foil peeled perpendicular
lo t h e SMC flow dir ection
Cleft)
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7.

CLEAVAGE

~ION

IIBASIJRBIIBNTS.

7 .1. Theory And Purpose.

The objectives of the work described in this chapter were to
investigate the feasability of measuring cleavage adhesion
strength, and to gain some insight into the fracture mechanisms
which occur as a result of cleavage.
Cleavage at the interface between a thermoplastic foil and an
SMC substrate is illustrated in figure 7.1. 'lbe stress field at
the root of the advancing crack is a combination of tension
and shear, but mostly the former. Unlike the tensile adhesion
testing configuration, the stress distribution is not uniform
and diminishes with distance ahead of the crack tip. 'lbe exact
nature of the stress field will vary according to the thickness
and stiffness of the substrate and laminating film. Obviously
the separating force applied at points A and B will depend on
the strength of bonding at the interface. (Various fracture
mechanics texts provide a description of stress distributions
for different geometries, for example referneces 32 - 36.)

Figure 7 .1. Cleavage between thenmplastic and

su:::.
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7.2. Practice.
Since the thermoplastic film is very much thinner and leSs stiff
than the SMC substrate, forcing the two apart will simply result
in the foil bending. Therefore in order to obtain cleavage at
all, it is necessary to make the film effectively as stiff as
the thermoset. This can be achieved by bonding a suitable
specimen to steel plates as shown in figure 7.2. Then, prising
them apart will cause cleavage forces to be exerted at the
foil/SMC interface. Hl.turally the adhesive bond between steel
and test specimen must be stronger than the interface being
tested.

+---

STEEL
BACKING PLATE

INITIATED CRACK
SMC ----i-t!

FOIL

Figure 7 .2. Forcing the steel wedge between the backing plates

leads to fracture fran the initiated crack.
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There is no generally agreed standard for cleavage adhesion
tests, but this method is based on procedures adopted by
researchers at Owens - Corning Fibreglass Corporation3 7 , and
Ford Scientific Laboratories, Dearborne, Michigan38, to test the
strength of commercial adhesives used to bond SMC components. In
the first case, 6" square SMC plaques are bonded along a 1"
strip and cleaved by forcing a steel wedge between them. The
Ford test also uses a wedge to cleave 3" x 1" SMC strips, bonded
over one inch.
The appu-atus used in this investigation is shown in figure 7.3.
It consists of a 30° mild steel wedge which is fixed to the
·cross-head of an Instron Universal testing machine via a 1/2"
diameter threaded shaft. The faces of the wedge are smooth
machine finished but not polished. The test-pieces consist of
two mild steel plates, 150mm x 50mm x 2mm bonded to a double
foil coated specimen, 50mm x 50mm. (later, 3mm thick plates were
used.)

- E--1/2"

100
1..-

87

Figure 7 .3a.Mild steel wedge used to cleave the test-pieces.
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-...,2,, ·'

l(:.:z---50 --~
'

t

'!

150

INITIATED
CRACK\
vSMC
.'

VfOIL

Figure 7 .3b.Detail of sample size and lncking plate dim:msions

Photograph 7.1 shows the apparatus set up for use. A
compression load cell is placed underneath to record the applied
force. The test-pieces sit in a slot in a wooden baseboard,
which prevents horizontal slippage which might lead to
misali~nt.
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7.3. Experimental Procedure. _

7 .3.1.- si>eCimen selection.
245mm square plaque double coated mouldings were made with
polycarbonate on Vetrotex 2951 A, polycarbonate on BTR SY/70,
and Lexan on BTR SY/70. In each case the SMC charge covered one
half of the eavi ty area. Sixteen 55mm square samples were cut
from the plaques, eight each from the charge and flow areas,
(figure 7.4.) The extra 5mm on each dimension was to allow for
saw-line delamination - localized foil/SMC detachment as a
result of vibration from the diamond tipped saw blade. One of
the foil coatings on each specimen was prized away over a
distance of about 5mm to initiate a crack along the interface.
'
I

;

-

1

5

2

3

4

I

9

13

6

10

14

7

11

15

12

16

8

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

CHARGE

FLOW

Figure 7 .4. Sample selection for wedge cleavage tests. The
dotted line delineates the charge area, which in all
cases was the left half of the plaque.

'
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7.3 .2. Test-piece preparation_.
The steel backing plates were cut from a larger sheet using a
power operated guillotine. The surfaces to be bonded to the
specimens were bead blasted to remove rust and dirt, washed in
acetone, and rinsed in trichloroethane. This is the same
treatment as was applied to the pull-rods used in tensile
adhesion testing. 'lbe SMC specimens were abraded with 240 mesh
emery paper and washed in propa.n-2-Ql.
I used Permabond F241 acrylic adhesive with initiator number 1
to bond the test-pieces together. This is the adhesive which
performed most satisfactorily in tensile adhesion testing. The
initiator was applied sparingly to the thermoplastic surface and
a zigzag bead of resin placed on the metal, in order to avoid
air entrapment. The backing plate adjacent to the partially
delaminated foil was bonded first. This made it possible to
remove any excess adhesive which was squeezed out from the
joint, and which would otherwise seal up the initiated crack.
The other plate was fixed after a few hours when the first bond
had reached working strength. When both bonds reached maximum
strength, (after a day,) the edges of the samples were trimmed
with a diamond saw and the top edges of the backing plates
filed to facilitate the insertion of the wedge.

7 .3.3.

Testing.

The cleavage tests were carried out using an Instron universal
testing machine. Photograph 7.1 shows the experimental set-up.
The compressive load was applied at a constant cross-head speed
of 5mm/minute. A much slower speed would have made each test
very long while a much greater loading rate could lead to sudden
and complete fracture, with consequently very little record on
the autographic load - extension plot of the crack propagation
phase. Graphite grease was used as a lubricant on the wedge
faces to help minimize friction with the backing plates.

:
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7 .4. Analysis.
Figure 7.5 illustra_tes the forces acting at the wedge/backingplate contact. The apparatus is symmetrical so the same forces
exist on the other face of the wedge.

WEDGE
MOVEMENT

N

_BACKING PLATE

Figure 7 .5. Forces acting at the foil/lncking plate contact.

P is one half of the reaction force from the baseboard acting
through the test-piece. (2P is the force which is measured by
the load cell positioned underneath~ N is the normal reaction
along the line of contact between wedge and lncking plate. F is
the dynamic frictional force opposing movement of the wedge. Let
C be the horizontal reaction against the wedge due to elastic
strain in the lncking plates.

<,
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Resolving forces vertically:
P + Fcos15°

=

Ncos75°

(7.1)

Resolving forces horizontally:
(7.2)
Now F .. pN, where p is the coefficient of sliding friction
between wedge and backing plate. Therefore from equation 7.1,
P =

NcoSlff' - pNcos1ff'

= N( coSlff> - pcos1ff>)

hence
N

=

P/(coS15° - p.cos15'>)

(7.3)

SUbstituting, first for F and then for N in equation 7.2 gives:
C = Ncos15° + pNcos75° = N( cos1S' + pcos75' )

therefore

(7.4)
Therefore given a knowledge of p it is possible to calculate the
cleavage forces acting on the test-pieces. (For greased mild
steel surfaces sliding together, p is about 0.0939.)
In order to compare the performance of various foil/SMC
combinations it is desirable to know how difficult it is to
propagate a crack along the thermoplastic/thermoset interface,
or how "tough" the interface is - by analogy with bulk
materials. In other words, what is required is the critical
stress intensity factor, Kic-
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The significance of the stress intensity factor approach to
understanding fracture processes is that the local conditions
prevailing at the crack tip can be described in terms of remote,
easily measured quantities, such as crack length and applied
load. However, the method is only applicable when the test
specimen is subject to linear elastic stress; i.e., when all the
material outside a very small region in the vicinity of the
crack root, (the plastic zone,) suffers elastic non-permanent
deformaton only, and when there is a linear relationship between
applied stress and resultant strain.
In developing a fracture mechanics analysis of the test
specimens, they have been treated as solid rods of rectangular
cross-section, being cleaved, as shown in figure 7.6. The
thickness of the rods, 2b, is equivalent to the combined
thickness of the two backing plates and SMC specimen. Although
this is not an accurate representation of the test-piece
geometry it does provide a model which can be analyzed
relatively easily.

c1

l

.....

2b

-

i""
I

T

,~

.
I

'<

a

c

Figure 7 .6. Idealized test-piece geometry for fracture mechanics

modelling.
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Besides the presence of linear elastic stresses, the major tenet
of linear elastic- fracture mechanics, (LEFM,) is that plastic
yielding and subsequent fracture at the crack tip are controlled
by the surrounding elastic stress field. Implicit in this
assumption is the requirement that the "plastic zone" be
significantly smaller than the elastic zone, in which the stress
can be approximated via the stress intensity factor. In practice
this means that it should not be greater than about 1/5th the
radius of the elastic zone, and less than about l/50th of the
crack length or shortest dimension of the test specimen32 - 36.
For a brittle non-yielding material like SMC, the plastic zone
size would most likely be very small and well within the limits
for the validity of LEFM.
The stress intensity factor for the geometry of figure 7.6 is
given by40:
(7.5)
The only unknown is C, the cleavage force, which can be
.
estimated from the applied load as measured by the Instron load
cell. The critical value of stress intensity factor, Kic• is
reached when rapid crack propagation begins. This point can be
gauged from visual and aural observation or from a discontinuity
in the gradient of the loading curve.

7 .5. Results.

7.5.1. Control sample.
In order to interpret the load - extension plots for foil coated
SMC specimens it is necessary to know the bending
characteristics of the tacking plates. To this end a test-piece
was constructed to the same dimensions as given earlier, with
the specimen replaced by a steel plate, and bolted together as
shown in figure 7.7. This was tested in exactly the same way as
for all the other samples, (except of course that it did not

:
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cleave.) The autographic chart record showed that the applied
load varies linearly with cross-head m>vement up to a value of
about 90 Newtons. The same procedure carried out for a testpiece constructed of the thicker, 3mm backing plates, showed
that in this case linearity was maintained up to loadings of
about 270 Newtons.

100

l

so

SECURING BOLTS

TEEL PLATE

Figure 7. 7. Cbntrol test-piece where the composite specimen has

been replaced by a steel plate.
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7 .5.2.

Lexan on BTR SY/70.

Wedge tests with this combination were generally unsuccessful.
Only four of the sixteen specimens actually cleaved from the
crack initiated at the interface. The other twelve fractured
wholly or partly at the adhesive bond with the backing plate.
This indicates that Permabond F241 is not a satisfactory
adhesive for bonding Lexan to steel, in this loading mode. Table
7.1 gives the results for this plaque.

Specimm Orientation Applied force
No.
w.r.t.
to initiate

flow,
cleave L-R

fracture

Calculated Crack KIC
cleavage length
force

N

N

DID

MNm-3/2

1
2

1'

fJ7.7

779

105

1.36

3
4

'i'

61.8

711

105

1.25

49.1

565

104

0.98

49.1

565

107

1.01

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Table 7 .1.

Cleavage adhesion results for Lexan coated BTR
SY/70. (Arrow indicates SMC flow direction;
specimens are cleaved from left to right.)
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The four results presented in table 7.1 seem to be too large by
a_ factor of two or three. (Values of Krc for thermosetting
resins calculated by standard test methods are less than about
0.5MNm- 3 12 .) The error has probably resulted from the
significance of p, the coefficient of dynamic friction, in the
expression for cleavage force, equation 7.4. With this geometry,
a small variation in the value ofp leads to a much larger
variation in calculated cleavage force. This is illustrated in
figure 7.8, which is a plot of C/P against )l•
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Figure 7 .8. The ratio of cleavage force to loading force plotted

against p, the coefficient of dynamic friction.
Taken from equation 7.4, pl23. For a given variation
in P• the fractional error in C/P is considerably
larger.
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Since the faces of the wedge were lubricated with graphite
grease and the edges of the backing plates rounded off, it is
quite reasonable to assume that the coefficient of friction is
fairly small, although unknown. Therefore perhaps a better
estimate of the cleavage force, and consequently of Krc• could
be obtained by ignoring the effect of friction. In this case the
expression for cleavage force reduces to:

(7.6)
where P' is the force measured by the load cell. Using this
relationship to estimate the cleavage force gives the results
shown in table 7.2.

Specimen Orientation Applied force
No.
w.r. t.
to initiate
flow,
fracture
cleave IrR
N

2
4

10
16
Table 7 .2.

1'

1'

~

--7

67.7
61.8
49.1
49.1

calculated Crack Krc
cleavage length
force
MNm-3/2
nm
N

127
116
92
92

105
105
104
107

0.22
0.20
0.16
0.16

Cleavage adhesion results for Lexan coated BTR
SY/70, calculated ignoring the effect of friction at
the wedge/blcking plate contact.

Several of the twelve test-pieces which failed at the adhesive
bond with the lncking plate showed signs of inadequate adhesive
spreading or insufficient contact between sample and metal.
Photograph 7.2 shows the traces of dendritic air cavities
visible on the fractured surface. While the adhesive cured, the
test-pieces were held together by placing a weight on top of
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them. Perhaps these cavities were formed by the ingression of
air along the interface between backing plate and specimen, as a
result of non-uniform clamping.
For the four samples which cleaved from the initiated crack, the
fracture surface followed a path through the composite and did
not continue along the foil/SMC interface. This suggests that
the interface is stronger in cleavage than either the composite
or foil, regardless of whether the sample is from the charge or
flow area. This is very promising in terms of I.exan's potential
as an in-mould coating, although more results would be required
in order to be conclusive.

-

Photograph 7.3 shows two fracture surfaces. On the left is
sample 4 from the charge area am on the right is number 10 from
the flow area. There is a visible difference in glass fibre
distribution and orientation between the two, which is in
agreement with the observations from tensile and peel adhesion
testing.

7 .5.3. Polycarbonate on Vetrotex 2951 A.
Wedge cleavage tests with this combination of foil and SMC were
satisfactory. Only one of the sixteen samples failed at the bond
with the backing plate. In this case, the fracture surface
showed signs of air entrapment. Figure 7.9 shows the loadextension curve for sample 13. This is typical of all the chart
traces for this plaque in that there is a sudden drop in applied
load as the crack begins to propagate. It is assumed that the
critical value of stress intensity factor is reached at this
point. Table 7.3 gives the results for these tests.
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Speci.nen Orientation Applied force
No.

w.r.t.
flow,
cleave IrR

to initiate

Calculated Crack
cleavage- length

fracture

force

Krc
MNm-3/2

N

N

54.0

101

105

0.17

56.9

105

t

54.2

106
101

105

0.19
0.18

88.2

165

104

0.29

6

t

121

104

0.21

7

1'

64.7
66.7

125

106

0.22

8

1'

60.8

114

103

0.20

9

~

68.7

128

105

10

~

68.7

128

106

0.22
0.23

11

~

56.9

106

104

0.18

12

~

60.8

114

106

0.20

13

1'

61.8

116

105

0.20

14
'15

~

53.0

99

105

0.17

~

71.6

134

104

0.23

16

~

73.6

138

104

0.24

1

t

mn

2
3
4
5

Table 7.3.

t
1'

Cleavage adhesion results for polycarbonate coated
Vetrotex 2951 A. (Arrow indicates SMC flow
direction; cleave from left to right. Specimen 2
failed at the adhesive bond with the bl.cking plate.)

The fracture initiation force for specimen 5 is significantly
larger than for the other samples. Examination of the cleaved
test-piece revealed that the initiated interfacial crack was
covered by a layer of adhesive which had not been properly
removed after the first backing plate was bonded. Therefore
crack propagation only began when this solidified membrane was
broken, which required a greater effort than to initiate crack
growth along the foil/SMC interface.
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All the cleaved test-pieces had SMC attached to _the
polycarbonate foil, although not always as much as remained
after cleavage of the Lexan coated BTR samples. Again this
indicates that the foil/composite interface is stronger or
"tougher" tba.n either the thermoset or the thermoplastic.
There was a difference in the appearance of fracture surfaces
from the charge and flow areas. On the former the glass fibre
bundles were more or less intact, seemingly fairly randomly
orientated, and quite straight. In contrast, on the flow area
cleavage surfaces many of the glass strands were twisted and
curled and some bad defibrillated, indicating that tearing bad
occurred. In fact several of the flow area samples did not
completely separate when cleaved, but were held together by two
or three fibre bundles. Photograph 7.4 illustrates the different
appearance of the charge and flow area fracture surfaces.
The results in table 7.3 do not suggest that there is a
difference in the resistance to crack propagation between the
charge and flow areas. This is not surprising because the crack
will tend to follow the path of least resistance which is
through the relatively brittle polyester matrix material.

7 .5.4. Polycarbonate on BTR S'l/70.
Initially wedge tests with this combination of foil and SMC were
unsuccessful. The specimens were so strong that cleavage did not
take place and the backing plates were permanently deformed.
Clearly the steel plates were not stiff enough for this sample
material. Therefore the remaining specimens from the charge area
were bonded to stiffer, 3mm thick lncking plates. These modified
test-pieces did perform satisfactorily; the results are given in
table 7.4.
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SpeciJoon Orientation Applied force
No.
w.r.t.
to initiate
flow,
fracture
cleave L-R
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 7 .4.

t
1'

245
147
235
167
226

1'
t

137
128

1'

t

1'

O!lculated Crack KIC
cleavage length
force
MNin-3/2
DID
N

422

104
106
104
105
104

0.55
0.33
0.52
0.38
0.50

256
239

105
104

0.31
. 0.29

458

275
439
312

Cleavage adhesion results for polycarbonate coated
Bl'R SY/70. (Specimen 6 cleaved at the adhesive/metal
bond.)

The estimated values of Krc for this set of specimens are higher
than for the polycarbonate coated Vetrotex materials. At least
this correlates with the greater effort required for cleavage;
(specimens bonded to the thinner backing plates could not be
cleaved.) In all cases the fracture followed a path through the
composite, again showing that the foil/SMC interface is stronger
than the thermoset.
The difference between Vetrotex 2951 A and Bl'R SY/70 in respect
of the resistance to crack propagation must be related to the
distributon of the fibre reinforcement. Both compounds have a
polyester based matrix, whose toughness is unlikely to be
influenced significantly by slight differences in chemical
composition. Photograph 7.5 shows fracture surfaces from the
charge areas of polycarbonate coated Vetrotex 2951 A and BTR
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SY/70, on the left and right hand sides respectively. Notice the
thinner glass bundles in the Vetrotex compound. Both contain 25%
glass by weight, yet a greater proportion of the BTR surface
seems to be accounted for by glass. A possible explanation for
this is that in the BTR material the glass strands have a
greater degree of orientation perpendicular to the plane of the
sheet, (figure 7.10.) Therefore a crack moving through this SMC,
parallel to the surface, would more frequently encounter glass
fibres at an oblique angle. Cleavage could then occur only by
the fibres being severed, which is unlikely considering their
strength, or by being tom or wrenched away from the matrix in
which they are embedded. Such action would yield the kind of
fracture surface visible on the BrR specimens.

VETROTEX

Figure 7.10.Schematic illustration of postulated glass strand
orientation in Vetrotex and BTR SMCs.

An interesting ohrervation which tends to mck up this theory is
that the BTR test-pieces usually did not separate when cleaved.

Instead the two pieces were held together by a number of glass
stra.M ligaments. Cleavage in this material was accompanied by a
greater amount of acoustic emission, (louder cracking noises,)
than for Vetrotex specimens. This observation is also consistent

with the fibre pull-oUt hypothesis4 1.
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The apparent difference in glass fibre orientation and
distribution between the two SMCs might be-attributable to
differences in their manufacturing processes. Fibre distribution
would be affected by for example, the type of glass roving used,
the way in which it is chopped and spread over the polyester
resin, the nature of the subsequent treatment applied by the
kneeding rolls, etc10 • Other factors such as resin density or
viscosity, may also influence glass strand orientation4 2•
Unfortunately, manufacturing details for these SMCs are not
available.

7 .6. Conclusions .And Recoamendations For Improvement.
'!be prototype cleavage adhesion test described in the previous
sections of this chapter does have potential. Because of the
large degree of inaccuracy inherent in its present design and in
the stress intensity analysis, the derived values of Krc cannot
be treated as anything more than very rough estimates. However
two points worth noting are:
i) The values of Krc are at least in the same order of magnitude
as the plane strain fracture toughness of polyester resin
obtained from standard test methods43.

ii)'I'he calculated values of Krc for polycarbonate coated B'lR SMC
are greater than those for polycarbonate coated Vetrotex SMC,
which is consistent with the greater effort required to
cleave the former.
The wedge cleavage test fails in the same respect as the peel
adhesion test. The strength of adhesion between foil and SMC can
only be measured if the bond between the two is weaker than
et ther the composite or thermoplastic. What has in fact been
estimated is the resistance to cleavage of the SMC substrata.
The errors involved in the estimation of Krc are fairly large
compared to those associated with the measurement of peel
strength via the floating roller method, (chapter six,) or of
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adhesion strength via the tensile test, (chapter five.) A number
of improvements could be made which would increase the accuracy
and reliability of the cleavage adhesion test:
The main improvement would be in the fracture mechanics
modelling of the cleavage process. Treating the test-pieces as
cleaved rectangular rods of thickness equal to the combined
values for the backing plates and specimens, is an
oversimplification. A more accurate expression for the stress
intensity factor could be derived from a proper analysis of the
stress distribution around the crack tip. However this would
probably not be straight forward, especially considering the
heterogeneous composition of the SMC, am the different moduli
of the metal, adhesive, thermoplastic, and composite.
Better account would have to be taken of the effect of friction
at the wedge/backing plate contact. As is shown by the
expression for cleavage force, equation 7.4, am by figure 7.8,
the coefficient of friction can have a marked effect on how much
of the app.~ied load is channelled into cleaving the sample.
Using thicker backing plates so that the overall deflection
required to cause cleavage is relatively small, and then
machining the upper edges to match the wedge angle would at
least provide consistency between the test-pieces. An estimate
of friction could then be obtained by testing a control sample,
as described in section 7 .5.1., measuring the deflection, and
using cantilever theory to calculate the cleavage force.
The results with the Lexan coated specimens, (section 7.5.2.,)
showed that Permabond F241 did not perform satisfactorily in
this loading mode. Obviously a different adhesive would be
required to achieve satisfactory results with this foil. In
general, greater care would be needed in the application of the
adhesive so as to avoid sealing up the initiated interfacial
crack.
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Quite often the initiated interfacial crack front was curved as
shown ln figure 7 .11, so tbat the "crack length" for the test- ~
piece varied depending on where it was measured. This
canparatively small error could be avoided by machining a notch
at the foil/SMC interface after the test-piece is prepared, (and
not prior to bonding the backing plates.) This would also
prevent excess adhesive interfering with fracture initiation.

BACKING PLATE

I

••

r----~-------

1-

-== -I NffiATED CRACK CURVED
SPEOMEN

Figure 7.11.The initiated crack front is usually not straight
because of the error involved in using a knife to
prize away the foil.
,I
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Ph otograph 7 . 1 :
Cl eavage adhesion testing
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Ph ot..ograph 7 . 2 :

i

DendriLic cavities in Lh e
adh es i ve on Lex an coated
specime ns

Phot..ograph 7 . 3 :

~

Cleaved Lest-pieces from
Lexan coated BTR SY / 70 .
Th ere is a diff ere nce in
glass
fibre
orientation
an d di stribution b etween
t.. he c harge and flow areas
(left
and
right
respectively)
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Photograph 7 . 4 :

1'

Cleaved
specimens
from
polycarbonate
coated
Vet rot e x 2951A. Th e glass
fibre
orientation
and
di stri bution i s diffe r e nt
in t h e c harge area (left)
and t h e flow area (right)

Ph oto graph 7 . 5 :
Frac tur e
s ur faces
on
Vet rot ex
2951A
(left)
and BTR Sy/70 (right) .
Glass fibre bundl es in
t h e former are t hinn er
and less flattened t han
i n the latte r
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8.
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8.1. First Experiments.

A mould with a dome shaped cavity was provided by Ford to
investigate thermoplastic foil coating of curved SU::: products,
(figure 8.1.) Mouldings made with this tool are shaped rather
like soup dishes, consisting of a flat area 140mm in diameter
with sides having a 30mm radius of curvature. The central flat
portion contains a rib 5mm deep.

''

.
'

Figm"e 8.1. Done nnuld provided by Ford.

:

'
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The aim of trials conducted with this mould was to see how
___ various foils would perform when required to- conform- to the
curved surface and when subject to the interfering effect of the
rib.
The moulding conditions adopted were similar to those used in
previous flat plaque trials; i.e., 15cfC, 2mmfsecond ram
velocity, 210 seconds dwell time. The SMC charges consisted of
two plies 134mm in diameter, corresponding to 45% of the
projected cavity area. The tool was fixed into the press with
the male mould on the lower platen. Foils and SMC charges were
placed on top of this.
The results of the first moulding trials with this tool were not
very satisfying. Photograph 8.1 shows a "dish" moulded in
Vetrotex 2951 A, double coated with polycarbonate. In attempting
to conform to the curved sides, the planar films have buckled
and wrinkled and in several places have prevented the SMC from
properly filling the cavity. The same results were obtained with
three other foils, Lexan, amorphous PET, and Nylon 6.6, although
the creasing and wrinkling was not as pronounced with the
thinner films. In addition, some macro-bubbles were present
within the charge area. Mouldings were made with all three SMCs,
but regardless of choice of SMC or foil a depression, or sink
mark, formed opposite the rib.
The conclusion from these first tests was that for this
particular cavity shape, thermoplastic films would have to be
preformed in order to obtain crease-free coated mouldings.

8.2. Presbaped Foils.
Thermofroming is the obvious method of shaping thermoplastic
foils. As a first attempt to achieve this I tried to shape
polycarbonate film over the male part of the heated dome mould,
using a simple frame as shown in figure 8.2. This was not
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successful because the foil did not draw out sufficiently to_
'taJte up the _mould shape. It was also imPoSsible to re100ve the
partially shaped film from the hot surface without it inverting
and leaving creases around the edges.

POSTER BOARD

Figure 8.2. Simple frame for thermoforming foils over the hot

male mould tool. Foil discs are fixed to the frame
with drawing pins.

..

,

Vacuum assisted theriOOforming, or vacuum forming, was successful
in preforming polycarbonate foil. In order to carry out this
shaping operation, another mould had to be constructed
containing holes and channels for the evacuation of air. This
vacuum forming mould was made by casting a polyester resin male
copy of the female dome 100uld.
Polyester lay-up resin was used since this was readily available
within the UniverSity. In an effort to counteract the shrinkage
which occurs as the resin polymerizes, the casting mixture was
loaded with as much inorganic filler, (talc and chalk,} as
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could be incorporated by hand mixing. The surface of the steeltool was cleaned with acetone and coated with general purpose
non-silicone based mould release wax. (Silicones were avoided
because of the possibility of contaminating the foils and
thereby preventing optimum adhesion with SMC.) A wooden frame
was constructed around the female dome mould and the casting
mixture poured into this. The resin was allowed to cure for a
day.

Five 0.5mm holes were drilled in the casting to facilitate the
evacuation of air during thermoforming. One was positioned in
the centre of the flat surface and the other four spaced equally
around the base of the curved side wall. The bottom surface was
smoothed and four channels machined to connect the peripheral
holes with the centre. The completed mould was placed on a
hollow wooden platform which was connected to a vacuum line. A
rubber bead provided an airtight seal between wood and polyester
and a central hole, 50mm in diameter, allowed air to be drawn in
through the holes in the mould when the vacuum was applied.
Photograph 8.2 shows the mould positioned on the platform.
The optimum conditions for thermoforming polycarbonate film were
established by trial and error, and eventually foils were
successfully preformed to the shape of the dome mould cavity.

8.3. lfoulding With Preformed Polycarbonate.

Photograph 8.3 shows a "dish" moulded in Vetrotex 2951 A and
double coated with prefromed polycarbonate. Notice the lack of
wrinkles and creases around the edges. This is a tremendous
imrovement on the mouldings made with unshaped foil, {photograph
8.1.) Unfortunately macrobubbles were still present within the
charge area, as would be expected, as well as a surface
depression opposite the rib.
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The conclusion from these trials is that with appropriate
preshaping of the thermoplastic, complex curved components can be moulded in foil coated SMC. However, the imperfections such
as macrobubbles, sink marks, and short term waviness encountered
on flat plaque mouldings, are also present.
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Pholograph 8 . 1 ,

~

"Di s h "
mould e d
in
polycarbonat e
c oat e d
Ve trot e x 2951A. Th e planar
f o il
has
bu c kl e d
and
wrinkl e d
and
pre v e nt e d
compl e t e mould f i l lin g

Ph otograph 8 . 2 :

~

Po ly es t e r r e sin th e rmof orming
mo uld

14 8

Ph o t o graph 8 . 3:
"Di s h" mou l d e d i n Vet r o Le x
2951 A a nd do ub le coated wi t h
p re f o rme d po l yca rb o n ate .
Compare wit h ph otog raph 8 . 1
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9.

ASPECTS

OF~

ADHESION PHYSICS.

9.1. What Is Adhesion?

Adhesion is the attraction which results from intermolecular
interactions across the boundary between two bodies. These
interactions include such phenomema as, London dispersion
forces, hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole interactions, dipoleinduced-dipole interactions, n-bonds, donor-acceptor bonds,
electrostatic forces, etc.
This definition implies that the adhering phases must be close
enough for these various interactions to take place, and in
practice this means that the surfaces must be within a few
atomic spacings of each other. Therefore adhesion will be
reduced by the surfaces not being close enough together.
Additionally, adhesion will also be impaired by the presence at
the interface, of third phases which do not interact as strongly
with one or both of the adherends. For example, adsorbed water,
grease layers, oils etc. (Silicones are notorious for preventing
adhesion with paint coatings.)
On a microscopic scale, the surfaces of engineering materials
are extremely rough and uneven, (figure 9.1.) The actual area of
contact between the materials can be considerably less than the
nominal contact area. Adhesion can be improved by increasing the
real area of contact, for example by shear, which in plastically
deforming materials causes growth of junctions.
The real area of contact can also be increased if one of the
interacting materials is a liquid, capable of "wetting" the
solid surface. SMC at a moulding temperature in the vicinity of
150°C, behaves as a viscous liquid and could move into the
microscopic troughs of the thermoplastic surface. Increasing the
surface area of the foil by abrasion would provide a larger
contact area with the SMC and therefore better adhesion.
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Roughening polycarbonate foil does seem to increase adhesion
with Vetrotex 2951 A Slr!C. Higher peel strengths were observed on
- plaques coa.too with film which had previously been abradoo with
-

240 mesh emery paper, (table 6.2, p103.) Also Lexan, which has a

fine matt finish on the side of the foil placoo adjacent to the
composite, adheres tenaciously to BTR S'f/70.

Figure 9.1. Exaggerated depiction of microscopic "hills" and

"valleys" of nominally SDDOth surfaces.

9.2. SUrface Energy.
9.2.1.

Sane definitions44 •

The molecules at the boundary of a material experience different
forces from those in the interior, because they are only bonded
to neighbours on one side of the surface plane. Therefore the
total energy of the system is different from what it would be if
there were no surface present.
By definition, a surface or interface has location and area but
no volume, therefore the Helmholtz free energy is the most
appropriate thermodynamic quantity to use in relation to
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surfaces. (This function is defined as A = E- TS, where E is
_ - the internal energy, T is the temperature, and S the entropy of
the syste~ Changes in the value of A do not explicitly involve
changes in volume.)
Because of the different bonding, and therefore the different
packing of the molecules at the surface compared to those in the
interior, the forces acting across a line in a plane
perpendicular to the surface will be different from those acting
across the same plane in the interior. This excess force per
unit length of the line in the surface is called the surface
tension, 2). (()is considered positive i f it tends to contract
the surface.)
It is possible to define a specific surface Helmholtz free
energy, a, as the surface Helmholtz free energy per unit area44.
In general for liquids ~ = a; extending the surface of a
liquid usually results in more molecules flowing into the
surface, so that its composition remains unchanged.

9.2.2. Adhesion and surface energy.
If two materials, (1) and (2), adhere when brought together,
then from tber~c principles there must be a net reduction
in the surface free energy of the whole system, (figure 9.2.)
The process of adhesion has involved the loss of the two
surfaces of the unadhered materials, and the creation of a new
surface or interface at the boundary. In terms of the specific
surface Helmholtz free energy,

(9.1}
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( 3)

Figure 9.2. Spontaneous adhesion of two bodies leads to a
net reduction in surface free energy.

V

Figure 9.3. Surface tension forces associated with a drop of
liquid sitting on a solid surface.

Figure 9.3 shows a drop of liquid sitting on a solid surface.
Since the composition of the solid surface is not being changed,
it is possible to equate the specific surface Helmholtz free
energy with surface tension. Therefore, if the solid-liquid-
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vapour system has reached equilibrium, the thermodynamic energy b!.lance can be expressed in- terms of the surface tension force
equilibrium44 ,45 • Whence,
-

=
where

¥sv

Osl + OlvcosG

-

(9.2)

is the surface tension of the solid/vapour boundary,

~sl is the solid/liquid interfacial tension, Olv the

liquid/vapour surface tension, and G the contact angle at the
edge of the drop. Hence a knowledge of G can lead to a
determination of surface energy.

9.2.3.

Spreading coefficient.

Supposing a liquid spreads spontaneously over a surface, then by
analogy with equation 9.1,
¥1v + ~sl

< ¥sv

(9.3)

The difference in free energy equivalent to 'tsv - <'t1v + ¥s1>
constitutes the thermodynamic driving force for spreading, and
is called the spreading coefficient44,46.
Let the spreading coefficient for a liquid on the surface of
thermoplastic 1 be s 1 • This can be thought of as the
desirability of the material to have the liquid in contact with
its surface as opposed to the surrounding vapour, (air.) Now
suppose that the spreading coefficient for the same liquid on a
second thermoplastic is B:!• and that this is less than Sr This
implies that the second thermoplastic has a lesser affinity for
the liquid tban the first. Therefore, as a first estimate it is
reasonable to deduce that thermoplastic 2 would also have a
lesser affinity for SMC in contact with its surface. Hence a
knowledge of the value of the spreading coefficient for some
liquid might give an indication of the ability of a selection
of plastics to be wetted by a given SMC.
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9.3. Measurement Of Spreading Coefficient.
\
9.3.1. 'lbeory.
'lbe tecmuque which I have used in attempts to measure spreading
coefficient, is that which was developed by Padday4 5 in the
1950s. It involves measuring the height of a sessile drop of a
liquid, sitting on a solid surface a.s shown in figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4. A sessile drop of liquid resting on a solid surface.

If more liquid is added to a drop resting on a surface, then its
height will increase until it reaches some maximum value, at
which point further additions of liquid only cause the diameter
to increase. Let the drop be circular. of density e. of maximum
height h, and have a radius r, to the point where the miniscus
touches the surface.
Now, suppose that the radius is increased by a small amount Sr,
and the height reduced by an amount
while the volume of the
drop remains constant. Increasing the radius will cause a change
&E1 in the surface energy of the system, and decreasing the
drop height will lead to a change &E2 in the gravitational
potential. Approximating the shape of the drop to a cylinder of
relatively large radius and small height, then the change in
surface energy is given by:

ob
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(9.4) .

The change in potential energy due to the centre of gravity
being lowered is given by:
(9.5)

where V is the volume of the drop, and g the acceleration due to
gravity.
The net change in energy SE

=

b~

+ 5~, therefore
(9.6)

For this cylinder,
2nrbr

=

v8h/h2

(9.7)

Substituting in equation 9.6 for 21tr~r from 9.7 gives, in the
limit as Sh tends to zero:

(9.8)
If the drop is in equilibrium then {dE/dh)

=

0, whence

This derivation has involved three assumptions:
a) that edge effects can be neglected and the drop treated as a
cylinder;
b) that the solid surface is uniform and smooth;
c) that equilibrium is reached.
Padday has shown these to be valid.
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9.3.2.

Experilrental method.
-

The apparatus used for the work reported in this chapter is
shown in figure 9.5. It consists of a vertical travelling
microscope used to view a horizontal platform on which are
placed the various thermoplastic foils. Since in general,
surface energy varies with temperature, it is desirable to
estimate the spreading coefficient at the moulding temperature.
For this purpose the platform was replaced by a heated platen.

FOIL

TRAYELUNG
MICROSCOPE

PLATFORM

/
Figure 9.5. Experimental set up for measuring the height of a
sessile drop of liquid sitting on a thermoplastic
foil.

to the platform
with adhesive tape. The surfaces were then cleaned with propa.n2-ol to remove dirt and grease and allowed to dry before
glycerol was applied from a dropper. Glycerol was chosen because
0
its relatively high boiling point of 291 C allows measurements
0
to be made at 150 C with the same liquid as is used for room
temperature measurements.
Rectangular foil samples were carefully fixed
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9.3.3.

Results.
-

- -

Table 9.1 gives the calculated values of spreading coefficient
at 21°C for a number of the thermoplastic foils used in the
moulding trials, and table 9.2 contains the values for four of
the films at approximately 150°C.

Foil

Drop height
mm .±().1

Polycarbonate

Spreading coefficient
Jm-2 ±0.004

3.1
2.8

-o.059
-o.048

2.5

-o.039

AIIDrphous PET

2.3

Polypropylene

1.6

-o.033
-o.016

ABS

2.1

-o.027

PETg

2.3

Melinex

2.5

-o.033
-o.039

I..exan
Nylon 6.6

Table 9.1. Calculated spreading coefficients for glycerol on
thermoplastic;
glycerol = 1259Kgm-3, g = 9.Slms-2 •

e.

Foil

Drop height
mm ±0.1

Spreading coefficient
Jm-2 ±().004

Polycarbonate

2.8

-o.048

I..exan

2.6

-o.042

AIIDrphous PET

2.2

-o.030

Melinex

2.4

-o.036

Table 9.2. Calculated spreading coefficients for glycerol on
thermoplastic at IV150°C.
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The room temperature spreading coefficients for the three SMCs
were also estimated. As was noted earlier, (section 4.9, p48;)
Melinex does not adhere well to any of the SMCs, but the
resulting composite surfaces are very smooth. Therefore, a
Melinex double coated plaque was moulded from each compound, and
the the foil peeled off just before the measurements were made,
thereby providing a nascent SMC surface. Table 9.3 contains the
results.

Drop height
mn .±{).1

Spreading coefficient
Jm-2 .±0 .004

Vetrotex 2951 A
Vetrotex 2890

2.4

-o.036

2.3

-o.033

BTR SY/70/25L

1.8

-o.020

Table 9.3. Room temperature spreading coefficients for glycerol
on nascent SMC surfaces.

Caments.
Polycarbonate and Lexan have the highest spreading coefficients.
These foils also adhered best to the SMCs, with the notable
exception of Lexan which did not stick satisfactorily to either
of the Vetrotex compounds, (section 4.3, p37.)

9.3.4.

Spreading coefficients at 150°C are lower than the room
temperature values. The surface free energy of a liquid
decreases with temperature, therefore the reduction in spreading
coefficient must be due to a decrease in the surface free energy
of the thermoplastics, since S = Osv- (Clv + Dsl·) This
suggests that the compositions of the polymer surfaces are
different at the higher temperature, which is not unreasonable.
For instance, the polycarbonate glass transition temperature is
0
149 C, and amorphous PET exists in the more stable semicrystalline state at 150°C.
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It is interesting to note that the spreading coefficients for
the two Vetrotex compounds are about equal, and significantly
higher than the value for the Bl'R material. The implication of
this observation is that the presence of zinc stearate in
Vetrotex 2951 A does not seem to influence the surface free
energy, and therefore adhesion. It would be reasonable to expect
this additive to significantly reduce wetability if stearate
migration is indeed the explanation for mould release30. The BTR
material also contains zinc stearate, so the difference in
spreading coefficient between this and the Vetrotex SMCs must be
attributable to the other components of the resin. (SMC
compositions are given in section 2.3, pp16,17.)
It may not be valid

to make deductions about the ability of SMC

to adhere to thermoplastic on the OO.sis of results obtained from
cured material. Uncured SMC in the mould cavity not only has a
different chemical composition, but the surface energy
characteristics are likely to depend on temperature. This in
turn will be directly affected by the rheology and flow
mechanism.

9.4. Conclusion.
Crude estimates of the spreading coefficients of glycerol on the
various thermoplastic foils do correlate with the results of
mechanical adhesion testing. More precise measurements of
surface energy characteristics, such as surface tension, surface
Helmholtz free energy, contact angle, and wetability are
extremely difficult to obtain. (For example, the contact angle
for a liquid on a solid surface depends on the roughness, and
usually also varies according to the size of the drop44.) To
gain a full understanding of the process of adhesion between SMC
and thermoplastic would require a detailed knowledge of the
chemistry and physics of the two materials. SUch information is
not available and in any case such a precise theoretical
treatment is beyond the scope of this short investigation.
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10.

roNCLUSION.

10.1.3ummary Of Results.
The objective of the project reported in this thesis was to
investigate the technical feasibility of using thermoplastic
films or foils as integral, non-porous, in-mould coatings for
automotive products manufactured from SMC. Nine foils were
tested: Polycarbonate, Lexan (PC/Pm: blend,) Nylon 6.6, Melinex
(hiaxially oriented crystalline PET,)amorphous PET, Kodar (PET
copolymer,) Tedlar (PVF,) ABS, and polypropylene. (Table 2.1,
p15.) Three sheet moulding compounds were used: Vetrotex 2951 A,
Vetrotex 2890, (as 2951 A but without zinc stearate,) and BTR
SY/70. (Tables 2.2 and 2.3, pp16,17.)
Macrobubbles were present on all mouldings regardless of the
choice of thermoplastic or SMC. For Lexan and polycarbonate
coated plaques, these defects were mainly within the charge
area, whereas mouldings coated with Nylon 6.6 had fewer and more
randomly dispersed bubbles. This suggested a difference in SMC
..
flow behaviour. This was confirmed by viewing the charge flow in
an open mould. Macrobubbles most likely originate from gases
trapped in the SMC during manufacture, or during charge
preparation. Stiction between thermoset and thermoplastic is the
greatest hindrance to eliminating these voids as the charge
flows to fill the mould cavity.
Heating plaques in an oven to simulate a paint stoving routine
resulted in a significant enlargement of the macrobubbled area
on all plaques except those coated with Nylon 6.6, again
correlating with differences in SMC rheology.
There was no significant difference between the results obtained
with the two Vetrote:x compounds, but there was a noticeable
difference between the performance of these and the BTR
material. For example, Le:xan did not adhere satisfactorily to
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the former, rut stuck tenaciously to the latter.As a result of
qualitative obserVations of the surface finish, five of the
foils were eliminated from further investigations, leaving
polycarbonate, Lexan, amorphous PET, and Nylon 6.6. A tensile
adhesion test was developed which used double film coated
specimens. This enabled candidate foil/SMC combinations to be
grouped into two categories:
Suitable; those which consistently fail entirely within the
oonposite.
Unsuitable; those which oonsistently fail by oome other mode or
mixture of modes.
As a result of these tests, amorphous PET and Nylon 6.6 were

eliminated as unsuitable. Fractured test-pieces from
polycarbonate coated plaques showed evidence of different glass
fibre orientation and distribution between charge and flow

areas.
A floating roller peel test was used to investigate the
resistance.. to peel delamination of polycarbonate and Lexan
coated SMC. This did not succeed with polycarbonate coated BTR
SY/70 - the foil did not peel away from the substrate,
indicating that this combination provides very good adhesion
between thermoplastic and thermoset. Tests with abraded
polycarbonate showed that in the charge area, peel strength is
greater for this foil than for smooth, as-received fil~ There
was no significant difference in peel resistance between abraded
and smooth polycarbonate in the flow area. For either foil
surface, peel strength perpendicular to the SMC flow direction
was greater than parallel to it.
Attempts were made to measure cleavage adhesion using a wedge
test. With a more accurate fracture mechanics analysis this
procedure could provide reliable values of critical stress
intensity factor, Kic• for fracture from an initiated
interfacial crack.
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All three test methods discussed fail in one respect: Namely, they can only provide information about the strength of
adhesion between foil and SMC when this junction is the weakest
part of the laminate. However, if a particular thermoplastic
/composite combination performs satisfactorily in all three
tests, then it can be considered quite successful.
Trials with the dome mould showed that polycarbonate can be made
to conform to a curved mould surface provided it is pre-formed,
by for instance, vacuum forming. (Macrobubbles and other defects
were still present on these mouldings.) Presumably other
thermoplastic films could also be pre-shaped and moulded
satisfactorily.
Measurements of the spreading coefficient of glycerol on the
various thermoplastics correlate with the results of mechanical
adhesion testing. Prediction of foil/SMC adhesion
characteristics requires a more detailed knowledge of the
chemistry of the materials. In this connection it is interesting
to note that there were greater differences between the BTR SMC
and the Vetrotex compounds, than between the two Vetrotex
materials. Apparently therefore zinc stearate, present as an
internal mould release agent in the BTR compound and one of the
Vetrotex materials, has less influence on adhesion than other
components of the polyester SMC.

10.2.Suggestions For Future York.
Further work in this field, aimed at gaining an understanding of
the adhesion mechanism between SMC and thermoplastic, could
probably be considered under two headings:
a)Polymer chemistry. A much better understanding of the possible
chemical interactions of SMC and thermoplastics is needed in
order to develop materials which have a greater affinity for
each other, and which therefore might be expected to adhere more
firmly.
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b)Rheologica.l studies. Clearly the rheology, -or- flow mechanism
- -of- tl:ie- SMC charge has a very significant effect on
foil/composite adhesion, (witness the differences observed
between charge and flow areas in the mechanical tests.) Perhaps
the most fruitful endeavour would be to investigate the effect
on adhesion, of moulding foil coated plaques using microwave
pre-heated charges. The more homogeneous, non-turbulent charge
flow likely as a result, might well assist in the expulsion of
entrapped air and other gases.

10.3.Is In-li>uld Foil Coating Successful?

The short answer to this question is 'no- not at present.' Any
further development work would be somewhat superfluous in view
of the serious problem posed by the presence of macroblbbles on
the coated surface. Perhaps a much lower void content SMC is
required before this problem can be controlled, despite any
improvements which might result from optimising the rheologica.l
properties of the SMC. In order to compete with powder and
liquid in-JD<?uld coating methods in the automobile industry, foil
coated products would have to be capable of withstanding
elevated temperature paint stoving routines, (as well as inservice conditions in very hot climates!) The results of the
oven tests conducted as part of this project, have illustrated
some of the problems which might have to be solved. However
having said this, some of the foil/SMC combinations tried in
this project were quite successful in other ways. For instance,
polyca.rbonate and Lexan did stick very firmly to the BTR
compound; plaques coated with Nylon 6.6 had very few
macrobubbles on their surfaces; polyca.rbonate was capable of
being moulded to a curved surface.
In conclusion therefore, thermoplastic foil coating for
polyester SMC is not technically feasible now, but the method
does have potential for success!
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APPENDIX.

Tensile and elongational properties of fulycarbonate and Le:mn
at elevated temperatures.
A JJ Lloyd tensile testing machine with an oven enclosure was
used to conduct tensile tests on samples of polycarbonate and
0
0
Lexan at temperatures within the range 130 C to 160 C. The
testing procedure was based on that given in ASTM 1:882, and used
10mm x 120mm strips of foil being strained at a cross-head
extension rate of 100Imfminute.
The initial assumption was that the films were biaxially
orientated. Therefore two sets of specimens were cut from
mutually perpendicular directions, (nominally longitudinal and
transverse.) However, the results showed no significant
difference in tensile and e1ongational characteristics between
the two directions for either foil.
Figures A.1 and A.2 show sets of load - extension curves for
"
0
polycarbonate and Lexan respectively, at about 150 C. The yield
strengths of the foils are approximately equal at this
temperature; ay = 6.5MNm-2.
An estimate of the gradients of the load - extension curves
after the yield point might give some idea of the stiffness, or
resistance to deformation of each material. The combined
0
averages from longitudinal and transverse specimens at 150 Care
as follows:
Polycarbonate, gradient = 0.10 MNm-2 •
Le:mn,
gradient = 0.02 mn-2 •
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